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ABSTRACT

A portion of northern southeastern Alaska known as the Juneau gold belt is composed of a
disparate assemblage of lithotectonic terranes which range in age from Paleozoic and
perhaps older to Cretaceous. Five progressive deformational events associated with
contractional tectonism began in the mid-Cretaceous time and continued well into the
Tertiary. Widespread plutonism occurred in the region from Cretaceous through Tertiary
time. Gold-bearing quartz vein systems in the Juneau gold belt formed within a 160-kmlong by 5- to 8-km-wide zone along the western margin of the Coast Mountains, Alaska
The vein systems are localized in second and third order shear zones spatially associated
with terrane-bounding, mid-Cretaceous thrust faults. Mesoscopic structures integrated with
4DAr/39Ar ages from vein sericite arc interpreted to indicate that a fluid cycling event along
the entire belt occurred between 56.5 and >52.8 Ma. Structural analysis of the vein
orientations and geometries are interpreted to indicate that mineralization developed under a
near-field stress regime of subhorizontal contraction along a west-southwest to eastnortheast trending axis. The axis of extension plunged steeply to the southeast. Slight
variations in the interpreted stress axes may have been the result of variations in fluid
pressure. Post-mineralization deformation was associated with a dextral transpressive
regime along the Denali-Chatham Strait fault system. Gold vein mineralization occurred
during the latter stages of orogenesis. Fluid flow and subsequent vein development was
temporally associated with changes in plate motion during Eocene time. Veining was also
synchronous with exhumation and voluminous plutonisn immediately inboard of the gold
belt. These interacting tectonic events likely facilitated fault-valve action and vein
development along now exhumed shear zones.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Gold. The pursuit of gold has undeniably been the most critical factor influencing
the migration of settlers and the subsequent development of western North America during
the 1800's and early 1900's. While most of the gold produced was from placer deposits,
these placers were derived from mesothennal gold-vein systems. World class districts
included; the Motherlode, California; Klondike, Canada; and the Fairbanks, Nome and
Juneau districts, Alaska. The Juneau gold belt, located in northern southeastern Alaska,
was the first major source of revenue for the newly acquired Territory of Alaska in the late
1800's. Financial rewards were so great from this district that the purchase price of Alaska
from Russia was exceeded nine times, by the production of gold from the Treadwell mine
alone, within forty years after the purchase of "Seward's Folly". Although tens of millions
of ounces have been produced from these deposits throughout the cordillera, only recently
have we begun to understand their genesis. The resurgence of gold price and heightened
exploration and mining in the 1980's and 1990's has sparked an interest in academic,
government, and industry circles for a better understanding of the origin of mesothennal
veins deposits (MVD's).
Research into the origin of mesothermal vein deposits in recent years has been
concentrated into three areas; (1) development of genetic models which generally focus on
geologic setting and fluid source, (2) study of the nature and composition of the
mineralizing fluids and the mechanisms of gold deposition, (3) research on the structural
setting and tectonic control of the deposits. This third area is the primary focus of my
research. The significance of an investigation into the structural and tectonic setting of
mesothermal deposits is four-fold: (1) At the deposit scale the structural controls are
important to understand for the discovery of additional ore. (2) Most lode-gold deposits are
hosted by subsidiary structures adjacent to crustal scale shear zones. Therefore, it is
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important to know the relationships between the deposit-controlling structures and the
nature and kinematics of the transcrustal shear zones. (3) Lode-gold deposits always show
a preferred structural orientation. The orientations of the structures yields information on
the far-field stress regime and perhaps kinematics of plate motions. (4) Finally, the relative
ages and associated orientations of gold-veins can tell us something about the processes of
fluid cycling and fluid flow within deep fault zones.
Most of the research effort on MVD's has focused on the late-Archean deposits in
Australia (Phillips et al., 1983; Groves et al., 1987) and Canada (Colvine et al., 1988; Ho
et al., 1990; Robert, 1990). Work in these areas has elucidated the importance of crustalscale and subsidiary structures to focus the mineralizing fluids. Various descriptive studies
have defmed auriferous vein systems with respect to theoretical fracture patterns which
would be expected within compressional or transpressional regimes such as at the Golden
Mile deposit in Australia (Boulter et al., 1987) and in the Abitibi belt of Canada (Robert and
Brown, 1986; Guha et al., 1983). Process oriented studies have shown that mesothermal
vein systems provide a unique fossil record of the fracture mechanisms and the style of
episodic fluid flow within the deeper portions of fault zones. Distinctive vein morphologies
which show evidence for fluid emplacement into shear and tensional orientations have been
documented at the Sigma Mine, Quebec by Robert and Brown (1986). The hypothesis that
these distinct vein styles provided evidence for fossil fluid cycling events was forwarded
by Sibson et al. (1988) based on the fault-valve model of Sibson (1981) and the detailed
vein documentation of Robert and Brown (1986). Structural and fluid inclusion studies in
the Abitibi belt of Canada by Boullier and Robert (1992) have shown evidence for changes
in vein orientation due to fluctuations in fluid pressure based upon changes in fluid
composition in structurally distinct veins. As more data were gathered and published on
mesothermal vein deposits during the 1980's, workers began to recognize specific tectonic
settings and associations which appeared to be common to many MVD's. Most notably
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there is a spatial association of mesothermal vein deposits to orogenic belts (Goldfarb et
al .• 1988; Kontak et al .• 1990). Other workers hypothesized genetic links on a global scale
between mesothermal vein deposits and accretionary tectonics (Kerrich and Wyman.
1990).
Work on MVD's in the North American Cordillera has been more limited in scope
with the main controversy surrounding the source of the mineralizing fluids (Nesbitt. 1991;
Goldfarb et al .• 1988). Several studies have described the geological setting of some of the
major deposits in the cordillera such as Bralorne (Leitch. 1990). the Alaska Juneau deposit
(Miller et al .• 1992). and the Klondike district (Ruston. 1991). The recognition that these
deposits are similar to the mesothermal Motherlode deposits in California was noted by
Knopf (1929). Comparisons of cordilleran MVD's to similar deposits in eastern Canada
and Australia have been made by numerous workers in recent years. Application of
radiogenic isotopic age-dating techniques has led to the recognition that crustal-scale fluid
flow resulting in MVD's in the Juneau gold belt. Alaska. can be correlated with changes in
plate motions (Goldfarb et al .• 1991). as well as plutonism and exhumation (this study).
Thus. there has been an evolution in the focus of research on MVD's from
descriptive/structural analyses. to studies trying to constrain the sources of fluids. to
research which recognizes the importance of fluid cycling events and identification of
specific tectonic settings favorable for lode-gold emplacement around the world. Finally.
recognition that the development of MVD's is relatively rapid. and may resemble crustal
fluid flow in response to seismic events. has evolved from this work. However. much
work still needs to be done to integrate the structural details of MVD's with precise age
control to regional structures and the far-field stress regime.
The Juneau gold belt in southeastern Alaska is perhaps the best exposed and
youngest MVD district in the world. Constraints on the regional geology and tectonic
setting of the Juneau gold belt provide an excellent framework in which to investigate the
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tectonic development and structural control of gold-bearing mesothermal vein deposits.
These studies include; recent age data on the MVD's in the region (Goldfarb et al., 1991);
relatively well constrained plate motion studies within the North Pacific (Engebretson et al.,
1985; Lonsdale, 1988; Can de and Kent, 1992); the nature and timing of magmatism
associated with the Coast Mountain batholith (Brew and Morrell, 1983, Barker et al., 1986;
Gehrels et al., 1991); and, a tectonic setting for the lithotectonic terranes which host the
MVD's (Gehrels and Berg, 1988; Stowell and Hooper, 1990). The spatial association of
auriferous veins in the Juneau gold belt to regional lineaments has been noted for some time
(Twenhofel and Sainsbury, 1958; Brew and Ford, 1978). However, from the regional
perspective the recognition of mid-Cretaceous thrust faults and the Coast shear zone
(Gehrels et al., 1992) provided a much needed structural framework to the region in which
the development of the vein deposits could be investigated.
To date no study has been conducted to investigate the structural setting and tectonic
development of the MVD's in the Juneau gold belt. Such a study has several implications in
both the industry and academic arenas. From a mineral exploration standpoint linking
mapping and structural analysis to the regional tectonic framework provides a working
model to develop exploration models. On the regional scale the integration of detailed
mapping and structural work combined with the style and timing of plutonism,
exhumation, deforma.tion and plate motions can help to narrow target area for MVD's
within an orogenic belt. On the district scale certain major and subsidiary structures can be
identified as prospective targets for exploration. On the local or deposit-scale specific
structures play hosts to economic deposits while others may contain only subeconomic
mineralization. Investigations such as this study help to identify the important structures.
Much research has recently focused on fluid flow in the earths crust. The opportunity to
study well exposed fossil hydrothermal systems provides insights into deformation and
fluid flow in tectonically active regions. Finally, the ability to tie together the age of specific
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structures with changes in plate motion may help in the understanding of the timing and
style of plate reorganization.
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CHAPTER 2

PRESENT STUDY
The methods, results and conclusions of this study are presented in the three papers
appended to this dissertation. The first part of this section is a description of my approach
and contribution to this study as well as the contribution of others. The second portion is a
summary of the most important findings of my work in these papers.
This study grew out of my interest in the development of meso thermal gold-vein
deposits and their relationship to the evolution of orogenic belts. I was interested in taking
mine and deposit scale structures and relating them to near and far-field stress
configurations and the associated regional tectonic processes. The relatively young age of
gold vein mineralization in the Juneau gold belt compared to other mesothemal vein districts
make it possibly the best system in the world to study the relationships between vein
mineralization and tectonic processes. Since my interests were primarily focused on
mesoscopic and megascopic structures as well as the relationships between ductile and
brittle processes, these vein deposits hosted by polydeformed metamorphic rocks provided
a perfect research media. While exhaustive structural studies of deposit-hosting structures
have been conducted in other major mesothermal gold-vein districts (Le. Motherlode,
California; Abitibi, Canada; Victoria and Kalgoorlie, Australia), none have been done in the
Juneau gold belt. By the late-1980's the level of geochronological, tectonic and deposit
specific geochemical work had been attained in the Juneau gold belt so that detailed deposit
scale structural work could be integrated within a regional framework.
From the regional perspective new advances in the recognition and understanding
of terrane bounding mid-Cretaceous thrust faults and the ages of the thrust packages had
been made in the northern portion of southeastern Alaska by George Gehrels (Gehrels et
al., 1992). Additional geochronological work by George Gehrels included U-Pb dates of
several mid-Cretaceous diorite intrusives, two of which host significant gold deposits,
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within the belt. On the deposit scale advances in the understanding of the mineralizing
fluids and the timing of gold vein deposition had been achieved by Richard Goldfarb and
coworkers (Goldfarb et al., 1988, 1991).
Thus, from the above mentioned studies several specific inputs helped to facilitate
my study. The first included a regional geological map for the identification of major
structures and rock units. George Gehrels provided unpublished I :63,360 scale geologic
maps and field notes of the entire Juneau gold belt for my use. Secondly, essential for my
study was the absolute age control of vein mineralization. Richard Goldfarb provided age
control of the auriferous veins via 40Ar/39 Ar analyses performed by Lawrence Snee in the
isotope lab of the U.S. Geological Survey in Denver. Stable isotope geochemistry and fluid
inclusion work was conducted by Richard Goldfarb and Carol Gent, both of the U.S.
Geological Survey. All new age and isotopic data from the veins were obtained from
Berners Bay and the AJ mine (Fig. 1). U-Pb geochnological work was conducted by
George Gehrels of the University of Arizona. Additional information on gold deposits and
their locations was acquired from Echo Bay Mines and the U.S. Bureau of Mines Juneau
field office.
I developed the concept of this study after several years of working on academic
and industry related projects in the region. My goal was the integration of detailed structural
information from the vein deposits and their host rocks with the regional setting and
orogenesis. Discussions with George Gehrels and Richard Goldfarb helped to focus my
studies. A necessary familiarity with the geology and physiography of the Juneau gold belt
was acquired while I was working for several mining companies and the U.S. Bureau of
Mines in the Juneau gold belt between 1984 and 1990.
For this research my work included two full field seasons mapping and collecting
structural data as well as samples for 40Ar/39Ar dating throughout the Juneau gold belt.
The 1991 season was spent between Juneau and Windham Bay and the 1992 season was
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Figure 1, Location map of the study area from Bemers Bay to Windham Bay. Kensington
and Jualin mines are located in Bemers Bay and the Sumdum Chief mine is located near
Holkham Bay.
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spent between Juneau and Berners Bay (Fig. 1). Specific work I completed during the
course of this study included field mapping of geological structures and rock units.
Mapping was conducted at various scales from 1:63,360 on the surface to detailed 1:60
scale mapping of outcrops and underground workings at all of the major deposit locations
(Fig. 1). Oriented rock samples were collected from which thin sections were cut to
constrain the sense of shear of specific structures and rock packages. Additionally, vein
orientations, morphologies and internal fabrics were measured and described and used to
determine the structural setting during mineralization. Aspect ratios of deformed clasts in
conglomerates were measured and analyzed to determine the style of strain within certain
structures throughout the belt
The following is a summary of the most significant fmdings of my contributions to
these papers. The northwest strike and steep northeast dip of the majority of the vein
deposits in the region has been known for 100 years. However, this study revealed that
other significant orientations were present which record distinct senses of shear. Three
dominant orientations of third order structures occurs; 1) The first set strike northwesterly
and dip steeply northeast and southwest. Shear steps and asymmetric fabrics along the
veins indicate that a reverse-right-Iateral sense of shear was associated with the latter stages
of veining. 2) The second set strike east-northeast and dip subvertically. These veins
contain kinematic indicators suggestive of left-lateral shear. 3) The third set strike northerly
and dip shallowly to the east and west Mineral fibers occur which are oriented
perpendicular to vein margins. Based upon vein morphology and internal texture the three
vein sets listed above are indicative of formation under conditions of shear, mixed sheartension (hybrid), and tension respectively. Their geometries define a deformation
configuration of east-northeast to northeast directed subhorizontal compression and
sub vertical extension. This deformation configuration is compatible with the far-field stress
regime (described below), and had not been previously documented.
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Duration of mineralizing events has not been well constrained within mesothermal vein
deposits. Of the Phanerozoic deposits, the most detailed studies of the ages of
mineralization were conducted by Bohlke and Kistler (1986) in the Motherlode region of
California. These studies reveal a span of vein mineralization over 10-19 m.y. In the
Meguma region of eastern Canada, Kontak et al. (1990) have defined a span of
mineralization over -18 m.y. for meso thermal vein emplacement Goldfarb et al. (1991)
cite evidence for a-I m.y. mineralizing event in the Juneau gold belt. In this study I

collected vein samples for dating from the three vein sets delineated above. I interpreted the
field relationships to show evidence for vein cycling under conditions of mixed tension and
shear. Furthermore, vein relations showed evidence for mutually crosscutting relations.
The age information corroborated the cyclic nature of the veining event, and further
constrained the fluid flow cycle over a period of -3 m.y., to between 56.5 and 53.2 Ma
(40Ar/39 Ar dates by Lawrence Snee). This may be perhaps the most tightly constrained

study of the timing of vein emplacement, combined with well documented structures, of
any mesothermal vein system in the world.
The eastern margin of the Juneau gold belt is more or less delineated by the western
edge of a series of tonalite sills and the Coast shear zone. The Coast shear zone is a ductile
shear which was active during the Late Cretaceous to Eocene (Gehrels et al., 1992). Much
of the Tertiary exhumation in the Coast mountains occurred along this structure (Crawford
et al., 1987; McClelland et al., 1992). As such, the Coast shear zone was believed to have
accommodated east-over-west displacement. However, evidence for both east-side-up
(Crawford et al., 1987), and east-side-down displacement has been cited. Based upon my
mapping in Holkham Bay the geometries of mesoscopic shear zones in the Coast shear
zone were interpreted to indicate that east-side-up, east-side-down and strike-slip
displacement occurred essentially synchronously. Such a shear zone configuration could
only be accommodated by pure shear deformation in which the maximum shortening axis
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was oriented subhorizontally in a northeast-southwest direction. The axis of elongation
would have been oriented subvertically, plunging steeply to the east. The conclusion that
significant pure shear defonnation occurred gives us an insight into the style of defonnation
accompanying Coast Mountains orogenesis which had not been previously described.
Strain analyses of defonned pebbles and volcanic clasts collected during this study
from the country rocks up to 5 km west of the Coast shear zone reveal a similar style of
flattening strain as within the Coast shear zone. Furthennore, the delineation of the
principal strain axes from these analyses reveal that at least locally the axis of elongation
plunges steeply to the east or southeast. The axis of maximum shortening is oriented eastnortheast to northeast within a subhorizontal plane. Thus, the same orientation of the
defonnation regime existed during much of the Cretaceous to Tertiary contraction.
Structural and geochronologic studies of the lode-gold systems conducted during
this investigation reveal that vein emplacement was via fault-valve behavior within a
contractional orogen. Furthennore, mineralization was coincident with several tectonic
events. Along the western edge of the Coast mountains rapid exhumation occurred from 60
to 48 Ma. (Crawford et al., 1987; Cook and Crawford, 1992; Hollister, 1982; Wood et al.,
1991). This may have facilitated the volumetric expansion of water leading to hydraulic
fracture. A significant thennal anomaly was present and manifested by the Coast Mountains
batholith between 87 and 48 Ma (Brew and Morrell, 1983; Barker et al., 1986; Gehrels et
al., 1991). In the far-field, changes in the relative motion between the Kula plate and North

America (Engebretson, 1985; Lonsdale, 1988) resulted in a change from nonnal
contraction to transpression between 55 and 53 Ma (Cande and Kent, 1992). The
synchroneity of fluid flow and fracture development with these tectonic events suggests
that a combination of essentially simultaneous processes associated with orogenesis are
necessary for gold-vein mineralization. It is only within young systems as the Juneau gold
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belt that recognition and ability to correlate tectonic processes and mesoscopic structures
with far-field stresses is readily feasible.
The results of this work have been organized into three manuscripts which are
appended at the end of this dissertation. (1) The first manuscript descdbes in detail the
structural control and development of the vein sets within the Berners Bay distdct Vein
and host rock structures were used to determine the strain configuration pdor to, during,
and after mineralization. Structural data which I collected were integrated with 40Ar/39Ar
ages and fluid geochemistry from specific vein orientations in order to determine the timing
of the fluid flow event(s) and the associated stress configuration. Richard Goldfarb wrote
the section of the paper on Ore Fluid Chemistry. My contribution included geological
mapping of the deposit, the identification of pre, syn, and post-mineralization structures,
kinematic analyses of the structures and stress/strain analyses of mineralized veins for the
identification of the local and regional structural setting. (2) In the second manuscript the
regional structural setting along the western margin of the Coast Mountains batholith is
described. Five progressive deformation events and their associated structures are identified
which developed between the Early/mid-Cretaceous and late Eocene. My contdbution to
this paper consisted of the collection and analysis of structural data within rock packages
and near mid-Cretaceous thrust faults and sympathetic structures throughout the 160-km
length of the Juneau gold belt. My work also led to the identification of the premineralization structures which experienced a significant amount of previously
unrecognized pure shear associated with the development of the Coast shear zone. Two
orders of mineralized structures were identified and their timing with respect to the tectonic
paragenesis was determined. The timing of the auriferous vein event was constrained based
upon cross cutting structural relations as well as absolute age date information (analyses
performed by the U.S. Geological Survey). (3) The third and final manuscript integrates
age information, detailed structural data, and plate motion data to develop a genetic model
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for vein formation and fluid flow in the Juneau gold belt My contribution to this
manuscript consisted of the identification of three separate vein styles and orientations
which could be correlated with a 3 m.y. fluid cycling event. In addition I incorporated
published information on plutonism of the Coast Mountains and interpreted it to suggest
that the extensive Eocene plutonism may have been important for fluid flow responsible for
gold vein formation in conjunction with changing plate motions.
Each manuscript benefited from collaboration with several co-authors who helped
in portions of the data generation, ideas forwarded, and interpretations described. The first
manuscript titled "Geology and mineralization of the Berners Bay district, southeastern
Alaska: with emphasis on the Kensington and Jualin deposits", will be submitted to
Economic Geology with co-authors R.J. Goldfarb, L.W. Snee, C. Ghent and R.A.
Kirkham. The second manuscript titled "Timing and style of five progressive deformational
events associated with mid-Cretaceous to Tertiary contractional tectonism - Juneau Gold
Belt, southeastern Alaska", has been submitted to the GSA Special Volume on the Coast
Mountains with co-author G.E. Gehrels. The third manuscript titled "Genetic links between
fluid cycling, vein formation, regional deformation, and plutonism in the Juneau gold belt,
southeastern Alaska", has been accepted for publication in Geology with co-authors R.J.
Goldfarb, G.E. Gehrels and L.W. Snee
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APPENDIX A: GEOLOGY AND MECHANISMS OF GOLD VEIN FORMATION
IN THE BERNERS BAY DISTRICT, SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA WITH
EMPHASIS ON STRUCTURES AT THE KENSINGTON
AND JUALIN DEPOSITS
ABSTRACT
The Berners Bay district at the north end of the Juneau gold belt, southeast Alaska,
contains a series of structurally controlled mesothennal gold-bearing quartz veins. The 105
Ma Jualin diorite, which intrudes metabasalt of the Wrangellia terrane, hosts most of the >2
million ounces of gold reserves. Wrangellia is one of a sequence of lithotectonic terranes
that were accreted along the western margin of the Coast Mountains during midCretaceous-early Tertiary time. Following mid-Cretaceous defonnation and regional
metamorphism, a belt of tonalite bodies 5 km east of the district were intruded at 71-61 Ma.
Eocene granodioritic bodies of the Coast Mountains batholith were emplaced at shallow
levels 10 km east of the district, coevally with gold vein emplacement 40Ar/39 Ar age
spectra for hydrothennal sericite from variably oriented structures in the Berners Bay
district indicate that hydrothennal activity occurred between 56.5 Ma and 53.2 Ma.
Gold occurs in quartz-carbonate veins with pyrite and tellurides and distinctive
ankeritic alteration zones. Gold-bearing veins were deposited at temperatures of about
3500 C and depths of 10 km. The ore fluids were composed of 93-97 mole percent H20,
2-5 mole percent C02, 1-2 mole percent NaCl, <0.5 mole percent N2, and traces of CH4,
H2S, and S02. Isotopic study of silicate gangue indicates d 180fluid values of 7-10.5 per
mil and dDfluid values between -13 and -58 per mil. These data suggest that prograde
devolatilization reactions in rocks of the Wrangellia terrane, perhaps triggered by heat from
magmatic arc emplacement, are the most likely fluid source. d34S values of -2.5 per mil to
+1.6 per mil for sulfide minerals are consistent with ore-fluid sulfur being leached either
from metabasalt of the Wrangellia terrane or from elsewhere in the diorite.
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Structural elements important for ore control include pre-mineralization chloritic
shear zones that strike to the northwest and dip steeply northeast and southwest. Chloritic
shear zones form heterogeneous boundaries to blocks of homogenous diorite which were
favorable for mineralization. The majority of the vein deposits are controlled by north- to
northwest-striking and steeply east-dipping shear zones. Two styles of mutually
crosscutting auriferous quartz veins are present (1) Shear-hosted discrete veins strike
northwest and dip moderately to the northeast A second set strikes within 20° of east-west
and dips sub-vertically. Discrete veins are massive and vary in width from 10 em to >1 m.
(2) Network veins, containing most of the gold reserves in the district, are hosted by shear
and extensional structures. Three sets of auriferous network veins occur which strike to the
north and dip moderately to shallowly east and west. Individual veins range from 1-20 cm
in width, within an intricate vein array averaging 13 m in width. A fourth set of barren,
ankerite-rich network veins occupies brittle faults that strike northeast
Analysis of the pre-, syn-, and post-(?) mineralization structures reveals that a
similar deformation regime, with minor changes of the principal stress existed throughout
the 3-3.5 m.y. veining event. Pre-, and post-ore structures are compatible with subhorizontal northeast to southwest contraction and sub-vertical extension. Discrete and
network veins developed in a regime defmed by a shallowly west-southwest-plunging axis
of compression and a steeply southeast plunging axis of extension. Changes in the style
and geometries of the pre-, syn-, and post-mineralization structures are compatible with
fluctuations in the far-field stress regime and changes in fluid pressure. Structural and
geochronological data are interpreted to indicate that cyclic fluid migration and transient
fracture permeability occurred due to fault-valve behavior which resulted in gold-vein
mineralization. Mineralization was temporally associated with regional exhumation,
plutonism and changes in plate motions.

I
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INTRODUCTION
The Berners Bay district in southeastern Alaska (Fig. AI) contains perhaps the best
exposures of Tertiary mesothermal gold vein deposits in the world. Extensive new
underground workings combined with relatively clear structural relations, isotopic agedata, a homogeneous host rock for most of the veining, and well- established plate
kinematics during mineralization provide an excellent framework in which to study the
evolution of a meso thermal vein district
The Berners Bay mining district is located at the northern end of the 200-km-Iong
Juneau gold belt (Fig. AI). Nearly 7 million ounces of gold have been produced from
mesothermal quartz veins in the Juneau gold belt Mining activity in the Berners Bay
district commenced in the late 1890's on more than one dozen auriferous veins which cut
the Jualin diorite and rarely adjacent metabasaltic rocks. From north to south, significant
development has historically been concentrated at the Kensington, Comet, and Jualin
deposits (Fig. A2). Most of the 68,000 ounces of gold produced from the district were
taken from the Comet and Jualin deposits in the early 1900's (Redman et aI, 1992). The
Kensington deposit experienced only intermittent work until the early 1980's when Placid
Oil began evaluation of the deposit Extensive exploration work was carried out in the
district by Echo Bay Mines, Coeur d' Alene mines, and Placer Dome U.S. Inc. in the late
1980's. Results of drilling activity indicate current proven/probable reserves at the
Kensington deposit of 13.3 million tons containing 1.85 million ounces of gold (Echo Bay
Annual Report, 1991). Geological reserves at the Jualin property are estimated at
approximately 1 million tons containing 300,000 ounces of gold (Curator Annual Report,
1990).
This paper summarizes the work of a study carried out to: 1) characterize PYX
conditions of mineralization in the Berners Bay district, 2) determine the geometry of vein
host structures, 3) deduce the spatial-geometric relations of individual veins and determine
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(adopted from George Gehrels, unpublished data).
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the local and regional stress regimes during gold-bearing vein deposition, and 4) document
the relative and absolute timing relations between the various vein sets. Resulting data
identify the local and regional structural controls of the gold deposits and constrain the
timing of fluid cycling events which were responsible for vein formation.
REGIONAL GEOLOGY OF NORTHERN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA
Northern southeastern Alaska is composed of polydeformed and metamorphosed
sedimentary and volcanic rocks which were first described by Spencer (1906), Knopf
(1911), and Buddington and Chapin (1929). More modem work has led to the delineation
of lithotectonic terranes containing rocks which range in age from Late Proterozoic (?) to
Cretaceous (Berg et al., 1978; Monger and Berg, 1987; Gehrels and Berg, 1988). These
terranes have been juxtaposed against one another along a system of southwest-verging,
moderately to steeply northeast-dipping, mid-Cretaceous thrust faults (Gehrels et al., 1990;
McClelland et al., 1992; Rubin et al., 1990; Gehrels, in review). Older rocks are
systematically thrust westward over younger rocks. From east to west, terranes consist of
Permian and older quartz-rich metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks most likely
correlative with the Yukon-Tanana terrane, Permian and Triassic metasedimentary rocks of
the Taku terrane, Triassic basaltic rocks of the Wrangellia terrane, Jurassic and Cretaceous
flysch and interbedded volcanics of the Gravina belt, and Paleozoic volcanic and
sedimentary rocks of the Alexander terrane (Gehrels et al., 1992; Gehrels et al., in review).
The thrust fault between the Taku terrane and rocks correlative with the Yukon-Tanana
terrane has been termed the Sumdum fault; that between the Taku terrane and Gravina belt
has been termed the Fanshaw fault Approximately 30 kIn south of the Bemers Bay
district, rocks of the Taku terrane pinch out where the Sumdum and Fanshaw faults merge
into a single thrust (Fig. AI).
The structural grain of northernmost southeastern Alaska is characterized by
numerous northwest-striking topographic lineaments. One such feature, spatially associated
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with many gold-vein deposits, was termed the Coast Range lineament (Twenhofel and
Sainsbury, 1958). This feature was described in detail and renamed the Coast Range
Megalineament (CRM) by Brew and Ford (1978). While a prominent topographic feature,
the CRM incorporates features of differing structures and lithologies. South of Juneau,
near Holkham Bay, the CRM as defmed by Stowell and Hooper (1990) roughly coincides
with the Sumdum thrust of Gehrels et al. (1992). Near Juneau, the CRM and the Fanshaw
fault (Gehrels, in review) occupy Gastineau Channel. Finally, in the Berners Bay district,
strands of the CRM coincide with black phyllite zones within the Gravina Belt. From these
relations it is apparent that the CRM is not a single throughgoing structure, but rather a
topographic feature controlled locally by faults, and elsewhere by easily eroded lithologies.
Thus, regional structure is best defined with respect to terranes and their bounding thrust
faults.
The Chatham Strait fault, which has had an estimated 230 km of post-midCretaceous dextral offset (Lathram, 1964; Hudson et al., 1982), lies west of Gravina belt
rocks. Gehrels (in review) has identified crosscutting relations near Haines along splays of
the Chatham Strait fault which indicate some displacement is younger than -63 Ma.
Intrusive rocks in northern southeastern Alaska (Fig. AI) include largely
granodioritic bodies of the Coast Mountains batholith about 10 km east of the Berners Bay
district, elongate tonalite bodies about 5 km east of the district, and a monzodiorite stock
(termed the Jualin diorite) within the center of the district (Knopf, 1911). The Jualin diorite
is part of a widely spaced suite of deeply-emplaced, mid-Cretaceous diorite plutons that lie
west of the Coast Mountains Batholith (Brew and Morrell, 1983; Zen, 1988). It intrudes
the western margin of the metabasalts in the Wrangellia terrane, and both the diorite and
metabasalt are unconformably overlain by Cretaceous metasedimentary rocks of the
Gravina belt (Redman, 1984, Gehrels, in review). We have determined a 40Ar/39Ar date
of 106 Ma for hornblende and 58 Ma for biotite from relatively fresh Jualin diorite. The
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fonner date, statistically identical to a U-Pb date of 105 Ma (Gehrels, in review), is
believed to represent the true age of the body. Argon loss at about 62 Ma is believed to
reflect intrusion of tonalite bodies to the east (see below). The much younger date for the
biotite is interpreted to represent a 58 Ma cooling age subsequent to total resetting by the 62
Ma thennal event A strong disturbance of the biotite plateau at 55.9 Ma correlates with
the auriferous hydrothennal event The Early Cretaceous Jualin diorite is slightly older
than the other Late Cretaceous plutons in northern southeastem Alaska (Gehrels, in press).
However, seven samples of fresh to highly altered Jualin diorite have essentially identical
87Sr/86Sr values of 0.7036-0.7051 and eNd(l) values of 6.8-7.3 (Lang Farmer, unpub.
data). These data are similar to those measured for the Cenomanian plutons, which have
been interpreted by Samson et al. (1991) to represent mantle derived melts tllat incorporated
some crust from the amalgamated Alexander and Wrangellia terranes.
Rocks of the Coast Mountains batholitll and of the belt of tonalites intrude roof
pendants of rocks believed to be correlative with the Yukon-Tanana terrane. The tonalites
are also in fault contact with metabasalt of the Wrangellia terrane (Gehrels, in review). The
tonalites were synkinematically emplaced along the Late Cretaceous-Paleocene Coast shear
zone, a major, steeply east-dipping ductile structure. U-Pb ages of various tonalite bodies
to the east of Berners Bay range between 71-61 Ma (Gehrels, in review). Granodiorite,
and lesser granite and tonalite, of the Coast Mountains batholith were largely intruded in
Eocene time (Barker et al., 1986).
The majority of the mineral occurrences in the Juneau gold belt are hosted by
greenschist facies rocks of the Gravina belt and Taku terrane. Rocks of westernmost
Gravina belt and the Taku terrane regionally reached lower greenschist metamorphic facies
prior to 110 Ma (Brew et al, 1989; Himmelberg et al, 1991). Near Juneau, rocks of the
Taku terrane experienced an additional Barrovian metamorphic event, beginning at about 70
Ma, with resulting facies ranging from lower greenschist to upper amphibolite (Forbes,
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1959; Himmelberg et al., 1991). In the Berners Bay area to the north, all major rock types
have been metamorphosed. Mineral assemblages of chlorite ± biotite + quartz in the
metabasalt and diorite indicate that metamorphism in this part of the Gravina Belt and
Wrangellia terrane did not exceed greenschist facies. The higher-grade isograds mapped
near Juneau are truncated by the Coast shear zone about 20 km north of Juneau (DuselBacon et al., 1991). Ages of regional metamorphic events in Wrangellia terrane are not
known. The last metamorphism of presently exposed rocks must be older than the 58 Ma
date determined for biotite from the Jualin diorite and younger than the 71 Ma foliated
tonalite described by Gehrels (in review) along the western margin of the Coast shear zone.
GEOLOGY OF THE BERNERS BAY DISTRICT
The most favorable host for gold-bearing veins in the Berner's Bay district is the
Jualin diorite that intrudes basaltic rocks of the Wrangellia terrane. The Jualin diorite is an
elongate, NW-trending body with a surface exposure of approximately 12 km 2. Except
where cut by chloritic shear zones, the Jualin diorite is massive and blocky. Joints occur
throughout the diorite. Most commonly, joints strike north to northwest and dip steeply to
the east, or strike northwest to north-northeast and dip shallowly to the east. Modal
analyses of the Jualin diorite indicate that it is largely a quartz monzonite to quartz
monzodiorite (Leveille, 1991). The main phase of monzodiorite constitutes the bulk of the
pluton and is the host for most of the vein deposits. It is a medium-grained, equigranular
hornblende quartz monzodiorite with minor amounts of biotite (C.I. -20-25%). Magnetite
and sphene are common accessory minerals.
Leveille (1991) identified two phases of alteration of the diorite that pre-date gold
veining. Leveille (1991) attributed the earliest event to late magmatic alkali metasomatism.
It is defined by sericitization and albitization of calcic plagioclase phenocrysts and
subsequent K-feldspar flooding, often in the form of pegmatitic dikes. Chlorite, magnetite,
chalcopyrite and bornite are accessory minerals associated with the early metasomatism. A
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later widespread propylitic event is attributed to either the Early Cretaceous magmatic event
or to Tertiary metamorphism.
Several sets of dikes occur in country rocks adjacent to the diorite. Near the
Johnson vein, a swarm of northwest-striking, steeply east-dipping felsic dikes occurs
within metabasalt (Fig. A2). The felsic dikes range from 10 cm to >2 m in width. A
discontinuous swarm of these dikes extends for about 2 kIn through metabasalt, from east
of the Gold King vein northwest to the Ivanhoe vein. Shear fabrics along the margins of
the felsic dikes indicate that they were emplaced before the cession of ductile deformation.
Within the Jualin diorite, fme-grained lamprophyre dikes, as well as pink porphyritic
feldspar(?) dikes with aphanitic ground mass are probably related to the early alteration.
The mafic dikes strike northwest and dip steeply southwest and northeast and occur along
the west margin of the diorite. Feldspar dikes display variable orientations.
Tholeiitic basalt in the Berners Bay district has been interpreted by Gehrels (in
review) to be part of the Wrangellia terrane, as described by Plafker et al. (1989) 40 km to
the northwest The basalt is composed of a series of massive pyroxene and feldspar
porphyritic flows (Knopf, 1911; Gehrels, in review). Basalts locally display pillow
textures and are weakly foliated near contacts with the diorite. Where exposed, all contacts
are steeply dipping (Fig. A2). Contact metamorphism of the basalt is readily visible within
about 100 m of the Jualin diorite (Knopf, 1911).
Rocks stratigraphically overlying the metabasalt include a folded sequence of
maroon, green and black metasedimentary rocks which were first described by Knopf
(1911). Locally volcaniclastic layers are present. This sequence of marine rocks has been
assigned to the Gravina belt (Berg et al., 1972; Brew and Ford, 1985). The contact
between Gravina rocks and the basalts of the Wrangellia terrane in the Haines region has
been described as an unconformity that has been modifted by subsequent shearing (Plafker
et al., 1989). In the Berners Bay district, the contact is not exposed. However, Redman
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(1984) described an unconformity and depositional contact between Gravina rocks and the
Jualin diorite. Since the diorite intrudes the metabasalt, the Gravina rocks are assumed to
unconformably overlie rocks of the Wrangellia terrane as well.
MINERALIZATION AND HYDR01HERMAL ALTERATION
The majority of the gold ore in the Bemers Bay district occurs as veins hosted by
the Jualin diorite (Fig. A2). Both extensional and shear veins occur. A few mineralized
quartz veins are also hosted by volcanic rocks of the Wrangellia terrane and to a lesser
extent by the metasedimentary rocks of the Gravina belt. However, only occurrences
within the diorite have been found to be of economic importance.
Gold mineralization is contained within low-sulfide, quartz-carbonate veins.
Brown-weathering ferroan dolomite is commonly found along vein margins. Other gangue
phases, generally found near vein margins, include albite, chlorite, muscovite, gypsum and
lesser tourmaline, rutile, and apatite (Knopf, 1911; Leveille, 1991) Pyrite is the most
ubiquitous sulfide mineral, generally comprising less than 1-2 percent of the vein material.
Quartz veins also contain minor amounts of chalcopyrite, and traces of galena, sphalerite,
arsenopyrite, and tetrahedrite. Gold is found in the native state as well as within pyrite and
various telluride minerals. Auriferous calavarite, hessite and petzite have all been identified
within veins (Redman et al., 1992; Leveille, 1991).
Reddish-brown ferroan dolomite alteration, extending up to 3 m around discrete
gold-bearing veins, is the most consistently distinct and mesoscopically identifiable feature
characterizing hydrothermal alteration of the Jualin diorite. Sericitization of plagioclase,
and chloritization and sulfidization of mafic minerals (similar to the early phase alteration of
Leveille, 1991) is also common in the intensely Fe-stained zones. Locally, albitization of
feldspars occurs adjacent to the gold-bearing veins. Igneous rock farther from the veins is
characterized by a chlorite-calcite-epidote-rutile propylitic assemblage.
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Trace element analyses of the igneous host suggest that H20, C02, W, Cu, and S
have been added to the rocks during hydrothermal activity (Table A1). Patterns in major
element data are more complex, with some apparent loss of Si and K, and gain of Fe, Mg,
and Ca. It is uncertain whether this reflects real chemical changes (assuming constant AI),
original mineralogical heterogeneity of the Jualin diorite, or mass changes in the altered
rock (Table A1). Hydrothermally de silicified granitic rocks are, however, commonly
associated with igneous-hosted mesothermal vein systems (Bohlke, 1986). Oxygen isotope
data indicate alteration by an isotopically heavy fluid (Table A2). Whole rock d180 values
range from 7.4 per mil for relatively fresh Jualin diorite to 11.8 per mil for the most
strongly altered rock.
ORE FLUID CHEMISTRY
Fluid Inclusions
Initial fluid inclusion data from the Berner's Bay district were reported by Goldfarb
et al. (1989). Two-phase, low salinity fluid inclusions were studied in quartz collected
from the main Kensington vein at the 2000 level. These inclusions, generally 5-10 microns
in diameter and containing 2-10 volume percent vapor, occur in clusters throughout the
quartz and were determined to contain the ore-forming fluids. Microthermometric study
failed to indicate the presence of any non-aqueous volatile species, and, in fact,
Kensington was the only studied gold deposit within the Juneau gold belt lacking visible
clathrate formation (Goldfarb et al., 1989). However, quantitative mass spectrometry
confIrmed that the fluid inclusions contained signifIcant amounts of C02, with traces of
hydrocarbons, N2, and H2S. Final homogenization temperatures ranged from 1800 C to
220 0 C (Fig. A3a). Evidence of fluid immiscibility was not observed in any of the studied
quartz sections of the Kensington vein system collected from the 2000 level.
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Additional microthennometric measurements were made during this study on fluid
inclusions within quartz sections from the Kensington (Kensington vein at the 800 and
2800 level, an adjacent ribbon vein at the 800 level, the Horrible vein at the 800 level) and
Jualin (the Jualin vein and drill core from the Empire zone) deposits. Fluid inclusions were
consistently similar in size and vapor:liquid ratio to those described by Goldfarb et al.
(1989) for the main Kensington vein at the 2000 level. Leveille (1991) reported fluid
immiscibility characterizing inclusions in gold-bearing quartz from the Jualin vein system.
However, we did not observe evidence of phase separation in any of our studied sections
and the low gas content of the ore fluids, described below, restricts vein fonnation to a
one-phase fluid field above the solvus. Many of the relatively larger inclusions are
deformed, necked, or empty due to auto-decrepitation during uplift. As a result, scattered
large inclusions, generally 10 microns or greater in diameter, exhibit variable liquid:gas
ratios.

In contrast to all inclusions from the 2000 level and most from the 2800 level of the
Kensington vein, those from the 800 level, as well as from the Jualin vein and Empire
zone, contained a clathrate compound during freezing experiments (Fig. A3b). Clathration
was observed in about half of the studied inclusions, generally by the occurrence of a
double jerk of the vapor bubble during cooling or by a sudden jerk during warming above
OOC. In a few rare cases, actual formation and melting of hydrate crystals were readily
visible under the microscope. Because ice melting temperatures for a given sample were
consistent between inclusions with and without recognized clathration, it is assumed that
gas hydrates fonned in all inclusions and were just not recognized in some inclusions. On
the other hand, because clathration was rarely observed during freezing of inclusions in
quartz from the upper levels of the Kensington vein, it is assumed that the samples from
these levels had somewhat lower gas contents. This assumption is supported by the
slightly wanner ice melting temperatures for fluid inclusions from the upper levels.
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Ice melting temperatures cluster between -3 0 C and -5 0 C for inclusions from the
Kensington 2000 and 2800 levels, and between -40 C and -6 0 C for inclusions from other
veins (Fig. A3c). Assuming an H20-NaCI solution, freezing point depression data
(Bodnar, 1993) indicate salinities of about 5-8 wt percent and 6.5-9 wt percent,
respectively. The occurrence of clathration, however, indicates that the latter range can
only be viewed as a maximum. Rarely, inclusions from the Kensington 800 level vein and
the Empire zone exhibited ice melting values between -60C and -9 0 C. These inclusions
also were characterized by lowest clathrate melting temperatures «7 0 C). It is uncertain
whether these anomalies reflect slight increases in salinity or an increase in N2:CD2 ratios.
Clathrate melting temperatures consistently clustered at 7-8 0 C for inclusions from
the Kensington 800 level, Horrible, Jualin, and Empire zone veins (Fig. A3b). Ore fluid
salinities, determined from the depression of the decomposition temperature of C02
hydrate by NaCI (Collins, 1979), range from about 4 to 6 wt. percent NaCl. The
maximum measured clathrate melting temperature from the district is 8.2 0 C, suggesting
that methane and higher hydrocarbons are not important components within the ore fluids.
A few inclusions from each of these various veins contained three phases at room
temperature. Homogenization of the two C02 phases during heating generally occurred
between 23 0C and 29 0 C; in one of these inclusions, from the Empire zone vein, a C02
melting temperature of -57.1 0C was determined. These three-phase inclusions are typically
very large and irregular, and the generation of the additional C02 phase is attributed to
post-entrapment defonnation and water loss.
Final homogenization temperatures, providing minimum estimates of vein
formation temperatures, range largely between 1700 C and 220 0 C for all veins with a mode
of approximately 1900C (Fig. A3a). These temperatures are significantly below the 3500 C
vein formation estimate from quartz-muscovite oxygen isotope fractionation
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geothennometry (see below) and suggest large corrections for pressure. Unlike as
observed for samples from other deposits in the Juneau gold belt (Goldfarb et al, 1989),
decrepitation of fluid inclusions during heating cycles was rare. This reflects either the
relatively low gas content or low fmal homogenization temperatures characterizing fluid
inclusions in veins from the Berner's Bay district. In most studied samples, however,
stretching of most of the inclusions in quartz, reflected by consistently increasing
homogenization measurements on the same inclusion after approximately 30-40 heating
cycles, prevented continuation of measurements.
Quantitative analysis of gas species from individual fluid inclusions was carried out
using the quadrupole mass spectrometer system described in Landis and Hofstra (1991).
Six quartz samples with varying sulfide contents and gold grades were analyzed from the
main Kensington vein at the 800 and 2000 levels, and from the Jualin vein. Gas contents
were detennined for approximately the 50 largest fluid inclusion bursts from each sample
during progressive heating from 2000 C to 4oooC. No significant differences in gas content
were observed between vein samples. Carbon dioxide consistently made up 90-100
percent of the non-aqueous volatile phase of the fluid inclusions. Nitrogen was detected in
many of the larger, thennally-decrepitated fluid inclusions and generally was the main
contaminant in the C02. Methane was detected much less commonly than N2 and rarely
accounted for more than 1 percent of the non-aqueous phase. Two of the largest
inclusions, low concentrations of H2S and S02 were detected.
Stable Isotopes
Gangue and sulfide minerals from gold-bearing veins and hydrothermally altered
wall rocks were analyzed for dD, d180, and d34S. Oxygen for isotopic analysis was
liberated by reaction of silicate minerals with BrF5 in nickel bombs at 580 0 C as described
by Clayton and Mayeda (1963). Hydrogen isotope analyses of hydrous minerals were
completed using the method of Godfrey (1962). For dD analysis of fluid inclusion waters,
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quartz samples were outgassed at 1500 C, decrepitated by heating at 8500 C for one hour,
and then the released waters were converted to hydrogen gas by the same method of
Godfrey. The d34S values of sulfide minerals were determined following oxidation to
sulfur dioxide by combustion with vanadium pentoxide using a modification of a method
by Yanaglsawa and Sakal (1983). The standard error of each analysis is ±o.2 per mil for
sulfur and oxygen, and ±3.0 per mil for hydrogen.
The d 18 0 values for twenty, largely gold-bearing quartz veins in the Berner's Bay
district range between 12.3 per mil and 15.7 per mil (Table A2). No trends exist between
isotopic values and elevation, vein orientation, or vein type. It is also unlikely that the
range in d 180 reflects temperature differences between veins, as the spread of 3.4 per mil
would require quartz deposition temperatW"es during the veining episode to vary by more
than 1000 C within adjacent structures. Most likely, the range in oxygen values reflects
varying degrees of exchange between relatively heavy ore fluids and the Jualin diorite with
an initial d 18 0 value of about 7.4 per mil. Also, down dip, ore fluids may have undergone
variable amounts of exchange with the basalts of the Wrangellia terrane.
Hydrothermal sericite from five of the auriferous veins, apparently deposited
coevally with much of the quartz, was also analyzed for d 180. Values from four of the
samples cluster tightly at 10.8-10.9 per mil; the fifth sample has a d 18 0 value of 9.0 per
mil (Table A2). Assuming the heavier sericite values to be in equilibrium with quartz
values of about 15.7 per mil, and using the quartz-muscovite fractionation equation derived
in Field and Fifarek (1985), then temperatures of vein formation are estimated to 350oC. If
lighter quartz values were chosen, then temperature estimates would be even greater.
Many of the d 180quartz values from the Berners Bay district are 1-3 per mil lighter
than other mesothermal gold-bearing veins in Alaska (Goldfarb et al., 1993). However,
the quartz-muscovite fractionation temperature of 3500 C is slightly higher than estimates
for vein formation in many of Alaska's other mesothermal gold districts (Goldfarb et al.,
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1993). Calculated d 180fluid values of 7-10.5 per mil, using the quartz-water equation of
Matsuhisa et al. (1979), are similar to those from many of the other gold districts.
Hydrothermal sericite from the various veins in the Berner's Bay district ranges
between -53 and -88 per mil in dO, whereas chlorite ranges from -57 to -62 per mil (Table
A2). The fractionation equation for chlorite-water (Taylor, 1974), and extrapolation of the
equation for sericite-water (Suzuoki and Epstein, 1976), suggest that values of 30-40 per
mil are reasonable estimates of fractionation between the micas and water at 3500 C. Under
such conditions, ore fluid dO values must fall somewhere in the range of -13 to -58 per
mil. These values are in agreement with dO values of fluid inclusion waters of -48 per mil
for Jualin vein quartz (Goldfarb et al., 1991a), but are notably heavier than the -77 per mil
for Kensington vein quartz (800 level) inclusion waters. Paragenetically late, secondary
fluid inclusions are believed to be responsible for the latter, isotopically light waters
(Pickthorn et al., 1987).
Epidote from a barren quartz-calcite veinlet in the Kensington system is
characterized by dO of -28 per mil (Table A2). The veinlet is believed to be coeval with
much of the nearby gold veining. But, using the epidote-water hydrogen isotope
fractionation relationship of Graham et al. (1980), temperatures of epidote deposition could
not have been greater than 2100 C for agreement with the dOfluid range defmed by the
hydrothermal sericite and chlorite. This suggests that the barren epidote-bearing veinlets
were deposited at notably lower temperatures than were other veins of the district.
Deposition of the epidote at temperatures of 2500 C or higher would yield unreasonably
heavy dDfluid values of >0 per mil.
are fluids with dO values between -13 and -58 per mil and d I8 0 between +7 and
+10.5 per mil are most compatible with a metamorphic origin (Goldfarb et al., I991a,
1993). Prograde devolatilization of rocks in Wrangellia terrane, perhaps triggered by heat
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from magmatic arc emplacement 10 kIn to the east, is a likely scenario for much of the
generated fluid. There is clearly no isotopic evidence of meteoric water input into the
hydrothermal system. Fresh hornblende and slightly chloritized biotite separates from
relatively unaltered Jualin diorite have dD values of -83 per mil and -80 per mil,
respectively (Table A2). Magaritz and Taylor (1976) showed that at Halatu Ridge near
Haines, 50 kIn north of the Berner's Bay district and only a few kilometers inboard from
the Wrangellia ten'ane, meteoric water convection was evident by lowering of hornblende
and biotite dO values in igneous rocks to -131 per mil and -144 per mil, respectively. The
fact that such D-depleted values have not been measured for H-bearing silicates from the
Berner's Bay district indicates an absence of any significant meteoric-hydrothermal
circulation.
Values of d34S for sulfide minerals generally show little variation between goldbearing veins in the district The range in d34S for most samples extends from -2.5 per mil
to +1.6 per mil (Table A3), suggesting a single, relatively homogeneous, reduced ore fluid.
A few samples are relatively more depleted in 34S, suggesting limited oxidation of some of
the ore fluids by the dioritic host. Pyrite from a discrete ribbon vein at the 800 level of the
Kensington deposit has a d34S value of -5.4 per mil and galena from a vein in the Empire
zone at the Jualin deposit has a value of -10.7 per mil. Although isotopic data have been
obtained for sphalerite, galena. and pyrite from the Empire zone, the sulfides are in isotopic
disequilibrium and do not provide any additional temperature information.
The d34S range of -2.5 per mil to + 1.6 per mil for most sulfides represents the
isotopically heaviest values among the gold-bearing veins of the Juneau gold belt. Sulfide
minerals from veins hosted by phyllite and graywacke generally range in d34S between 0
and -7 per mil, with those in more carbonaceous sedimentary rocks being even more
depleted in 34S. The correlation between sulfur isotope values and vein host lithology
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Table A3, Sulfur isotope data for auriferous veins (analyses by R. Goldfarb).
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suggests that at least some of the sulfur in the ore fluids is locally derived (Newberry, oral
commun., 1990; Goldfarb et al., 1991a). In the case of the veins in the Berners Bay
district, this would favor contribution of much of the sulfur from pre-existing sulfide
minerals in the Jualin diorite. Leveille (1991) indicated widespread sulfidization of the
diorite early in its history and long before episodes of gold veining. If the sulfur in the
gold ore-forming fluids was largely leached from sulfides within the diorite, then this
would suggest that much of the gold complexed and carried by the sulfur was also derived
from pre-existing concentrations within the diorite (Newberry, oral communication, 1991).
However, although the isotopic data suggest against sulfur derivation from sedimentary
rocks of the Gravina Belt, they do not preclude leaching of sulfides within basalt of the
Wrangellia terrane.
PTX Conditions of Veining
Microthermometry, mass spectrometry, and oxygen isotope geothermometry data
can be used to determine ore fluid chemistry and P-T conditions during vein formation.
Using the graphical method of Burruss (1981), a bulk molar volume of 18-19 cm 3/mole
can be estimated for fluid inclusions with 2-10 volume percent C02. For such relatively
low volumes, C02 concentrations will be about 2-5 mole percent irrespective of C02
density. Quartz from the upper levels of the Kensington vein that lacked clathration during
freezing experiments likely formed from fluids with C02 concentrations near the low end
of this range; other quartz in the district precipitated from fluids with concentrations closer
to the high end. The reason for the decrease in CO2 content up-dip along the Kensington
vein is uncertain. No significant changes in grade or sulfide content occur at the different
levels.
The ore fluids in the Berner's Bay district consisted of 93-97 mole percent H20, 25 mole percent C02, 1-2 mole percent NaCI, <0.5 mole percent N2, and traces of CH4,
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H2S, and S02. Concentrations of N2 and CH4 are notably depleted relative to ore fluids
from other mesothermal gold deposits. Most other meso thermal systems in Alaska are
characterized by a combined 2-5 mole percent of the two gases (Goldfarb et al., 1993).
The relatively low concentrations in the Berner's Bay district suggest that some fluid
contact with relatively reduced metasedimentary rocks is required to explain contamination
of H20-C02-NaCl fluids with significant amounts of N2 and CH4. Ore fluids in the
Berner's Bay district likely interacted only with more oxidized basalt and diorite. These
data also indicate that N2 and CH4 need not play significant roles in the ore genesis
process. Detection of H2S during mass spectrometry studies, even within some of the
largest fluid inclusion bursts, was relatively rare. When detected however, interpretation of
measured H2S concentrations suggests that concentrations of less than 0.01 mole percent
H2S may be sufficient for transport of significant gold. Weak, but definite, peaks for S02
from a few inclusions in a number of the different veins indicates that some degree of
shifting redox was important during ore deposition.
Quartz-muscovite fractionations from oxygen isotope studies are hypothesized to
provide the best estimates of vein formation temperatures of about 3500 C. Using a fluid
inclusion homogenization temperature of 200 oC, the isochoric relationships shown on the
P-T diagrams of Bowers and Helgeson (1983) can be used to estimate pressures of vein

emplacement. Assuming an aqueous dominant ore fluid with 5 mole percent C02 and 1.9
mole percent NaCl, having a fluid density of slightly greater than 0.95 g/cm 3, trapping
pressures at 3500 C would be 3 kb. Assuming no hydrostatic component to the pressure
estimate, vein emplacement would have been at a depth of about 10 km.
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
Structural elements in the Berners Bay district trend northwest, parallel to the
regional tectonic grain of the Juneau gold belt (Fig. AI). Where foliation is developed
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within the basalt of the Wrangellia terrane, it strikes northwest and dips steeply northeast or
southwest Bedding relations in the basalt suggest that the presence of a large, northtrending, open antiform (Gehrels, in press). Structures within metasedimentary rocks of
the Gravina belt consist of tight to isoclinal folds with moderately northwest and southeast
plunging axes. Axial planes are upright and elongation lineations plunge down-dip.
Graphitic shear zones occur throughout rocks of the Gravina belt. However, magnitudes
of displacement could not be determined due to a lack of marker units. The geometries of
Riedel shears within these zones are interpreted to be due to right-lateral displacement
Shearing is interpreted to be due to post-63-ma motion coincident with displacement along
the Chatham Strait fault.
The Jualin diorite appears to have acted as a rigid beam between the basalt to the
east and the metasedimentary rock-dominant Gravina belt to the west. Strain within the
diorite is manifested by NW-trending, steeply dipping zones of well-foliated chlorite schist
which are spatially coincident with some of the gold-bearing veins in the district, and occur
near the Kensington deposit and south of the Jualin deposit (Fig. A2). Previously these
zones were mapped by Redman (1984) and Leveille (1991) as metavolcanic units, but as
sheared diorite by Cheny (1981) and Joe Peikenbrock (pers. comm., 1992). Mapping and
petrographic work from this study support the notion that the chlorite schist zones are
ductile-brittle shear zones within the diorite. Cross-cutting relations are interpreted to
indicate that the chloritic shear zones are pre-mineralization. However, the distribution of
chlorite shear zones created rhombohedral zones of less deformed diorite which may have
partly controlled fluid migration and the distribution of vein swarms. The original control
on the localization of the chloritic shears within the diorite is enigmatic. There is not a
mappable relation between the shears and different phases of the intrusive, or between the
distance from the intrusive margin and the chloritic shears. A plausible explanation may be
that the shears represent zones of strain partitioning within the diorite during post-intrusion
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defonnation. Alternatively, these shear zones may reflect a fundamental basement control
imparted by terrane bounding structures such as the mid-Cretaceous thrust faults with
which the chlorite shears are sub-parallel.
Vein occurrences in the Berners Bay district can be classified according to two
structural styles: discrete and network. In general, most vein systems strike north to
northwest and dip east (Fig. A2). Discrete vein systems are defined by one or more
throughgoing quartz veins which often occur within shear zones. Historical production
from discrete veins at the Jualin and Comet deposits reveals grades of -0.5 opt and 0.44
opt gold, respectively (Redman et al., 1992). Sulfide content of discrete veins generally
ranges from 1-3 percent Figure A4 depicts stereoplots of several of the discrete vein
systems in the Berners Bay district Discrete vein systems most commonly strike north to
north-northwest and dip moderately to steeply easterly (Fig. A4a). Systems of this type
include the Bear, Seward, Thomas, Ivanhoe, Ophir, Eureka, and Comet veins (Fig. A2). A
few discrete vein systems, such as the Horrible, contain a second orientation of veins that
strike approximately E-W. These veins are interpreted to have fonned synchronously with
the northwest striking set and are described below. Typically, discrete veins range between
10 cm and 1 m in width, and rarely reach 6 m. Locally, veins display a sheeted texture.
Both brittle and ductile defonnation are manifested by brecciation and boudinage of the
veins. Slickenlines along vein margins plunge moderately north to northeast throughout the
district (Fig. A4b). Shear steps associated with the slickenlines and asymmetric shear fabric
along vein margins are interpreted to indicate that the latest sense of displacement was rightlateral reverse.
The second type of vein system has been referred to as stockwork veins by many
workers (Placid Oil and Echo Bay company reports). The tenn network vein is preferred
and will be used here because the veins of this style are not randomly oriented, but rather
have predictable and distinct orientations. While the tonnage of the network vein systems
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is greater than that of the discrete vein systems, and sulfide contents are similar, gold
grades are lower. The main network vein system at Kensington averages 0.142 opt gold
(Echo Bay Annual Report, 1991). Network vein systems are typified by one or more
discrete veins between which, or alongside of which, are numerous veins that dip
shallowly to moderately west and east. On the mine scale, the aggregate of network veins
defmes a steeply east-dipping zone. In contrast to discrete veins which are associated with
shear zones, the shallowly dipping veins of network systems often occupy tension
fractures. Sigmoidal or "centipede" geometries characterize these veins. In some areas, the
network veins fill small « 2 cm wide) joints whose orientations can be correlated to the
regional joint pattern. Such a geometrical relationship between jointing within the diorite
and veins is especially obvious in the area of the Gold King vein (Figs. A4b and A4d). In
other areas, a correlation between jointing and veining could not be made. Network
systems account for more than 90 percent of the gold reserves in the Berners Bay district,
largely due to the extensive tonnage of the Kensington vein system. Historically, however,
the relatively higher grade (-0.5 opt) discrete veins accounted for all of the district's 68,000
oz of gold production.
AGE OF VEINING
40Ar/39 Ar plateau ages of 55.0±0.3 Ma and 55.5±O.3 were reported by Goldfarb
et al. (1991b) for sericite from auriferous quartz at the Kensington and Jualin vein systems,
respectively. During this study, additional hydrothermal sericite was separated from goldbearing quartz veins or highly altered diorite adjacent to mineralized veins at 12 locations
within the Kensington, Horrible, Johnson, Jualin, and Empire vein systems. Most of the
sampled structures for isotopic dating are northwest-striking shear veins, but an E-W
hybrid shear-tensional vein from the Kensington vein system and three north-striking
tensional veins from Kensington, Johnson and Empire zone veins were also studied.
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Figure A4, Stereoplots of discrete veins (a), slickenlines (c), network veins (b) and joints
(d). Solid circles = poles to planes.
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Resulting 40Ar/39Ar age spectra indicate that the duration of hydrothennal activity
in the Berner's Bay district was 3-3.5 m.y. (Table A4). The isotopic date of 58 Ma for
biotite (blocking temperature of about 2800 C) from relatively fresh Jualin diorite confinns
that rocks in the district were cooled below the muscovite blocking temperature of about
325 0 C for at least 1.5 m.y. prior to hydrothermal activity (Table A5). Hence, isotopic
dates on the veins must reflect ages of vein formation and are not products of regional
cooling.
Deposition of veins making up both the Kensington and Jualin ore bodies occurred
simultaneously. Northwest-striking shear veins define the range of the episode, with
isotopic dates as old as 56.5 Ma at Kensington (Table A4, #1) and as young as 53.2 Ma at
Empire (Table A4, #14). Isotopic dates of tensional and E-W hybrid veins span much of
this range. Episodic shifts in the stress regime, leading to coeval shear and tensional veins,
are consistent with fault-valve behavior and fluid cycling during the hydrothennal event
(Miller et al., in review).
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC DEPOSITS
In order to investigate temporal and spatial relationships of vein development in the

Bemers Bay district, numerous vein systems within the Jualin diorite were studied in
detail. To the north, in the Kensington area, the Kensington, Horrible, and Johnson vein
systems were investigated. Less detailed data were collected from the Ophir, Bear, Eureka
and Gold King veins. A cross section through these vein systems is included with figure
A2. The Jualin and Empire vein systems were studied to the south (Fig. A2).
Kensington Deposit

Chlorite shear zones - pre-vein structures
Ductile shears composed of a penetrative chloritic foliation, represent the major
zones of structural anisotropy within the diorite. Fracture development and subsequent

Deposltl
Sample #
Kensingtonl
1

Style

Orientation

shear

335°,65°

do/2

do

do

Apparent age(Ma)
error (1 sigma)
56.5±0.2
54.2±0.1

Character of spectrum
Tmax , 24% of 39ArJc;
apparent argon loss
T p; 67% of 39ArJc
Tp; 87% of 39ArJc

dol3

do

330°, 60°

55.0±0.1

do/4

do

000°, 61°

55.3±0.1

do/5

do

350°,65°

54.0±0.1

Tp; 57% of 39Allc
Tp; 94% of 39ArJc

do/6

hybrid

022°,47°

54A±OA

T p; 60% of 39Al"Jc

don

do

075°, 85°

54.9±0.2

012°,32°;180°,31 °

53.5±0.1

Tp; 73% of 39ArJc
Tp; 72% of 39ArJc

000°, 25-35°

54.0±0.1

Tp; 62% of 39 ArJc

54.1±0.1

T p; 60% of 39Allc

do/8

tension

do/9

do

doll 0

do

doll 1
Jualin/12
doll 3
dol14

55.0±0.3

T p; 79% of 39ArJc

shear

335°, 61°

55.5±0.3

Tp; 82% of 39Al"Jc

do

335°,65°

53.2±0.1

020°,25°

55.3±0.3

T p; 66% of 39 ArJc
argon loss from 53.7
Tp; 78% of 39ArJc

*

tension

Table A4, 40Ar/39Ar Age spectrum data for auriferoius veins (analyses by L. Snee).

Notes: T p' plateau date; Tmax, maximum date of higher temperature steps in the age spectrum; apparent
argon loss, apparent ages of an age spectrum step up from low- to high-extraction temperature; orientation, strike
and dip to the right.

U1

0'1

hbln

Apparent age(Ma)
error (1 sigma)
l06.1±0.5

bt

58.0±O.1

Minerai

Character of spectrum
minor excess argon,
apparent argon loss
disturbed; preferred age

Table A5, 40Ar/39Ar age spectrum data for the Jualin diorite (analyses by L. Snee).
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veining are spatially associated with many of these shear zones. The largest chloritic shear
zone observed in the Kensington area is >30 m wide and can be traced for -500 m along
strike (Fig. A5). However, chloritic shears typically range from -2 cm to 1 m in width.
Most chloritic shears in the Kensington area strike northwest and dip steeply to the
southwest (Figs. A6a, A8a). A less well-developed set of conjugate northwest striking
shears dip steeply northeast (Fig. A6a). Mineral elongation lineations within both sets of
northwest-striking shears plunge steeply down-dip. A distinct set of east-west striking
chlorite shear zones with sub-vertical dips occur near the Horrible vein (Fig. A5).
At the mesoscopic scale, the shears appear to consist dominantly of chlorite.
However, microscopic observations reveal numerous porphyroclasts of plagioclase which
locally have been intensely sericitized. Broken porphyroclasts of hornblende have been
variably retrograded to chlorite and epidote. Unstrained, as well as strained and broken,
plagioclase grains occur. Rare quartz grains can be found which exhibit undulatory
extinction and have sutured grain boundaries. Evidence for cataclastic deformation and
crystal recovery is provided by numerous broken pyroxene porphyroclasts which have
pressure shadows composed of fmely broken plagioclase and recrystallized carbonate
grains. The matrix is composed of fme-grained sericite and asymmetric chlorite grains
indicative of recrystallization and ductile flow. These textural relations are interpreted to
indicate that the chlorite shears developed under ductile-brittle conditions, possibly
associated with greenschist grade metamorphism.

Discrete veins
Two orientations of discrete veins which contain significant amounts of gold
characterize the Horrible vein system (Fig. A5). The most abundant of these veins strike
north to northwest and dip steeply northeast, at slight angles to the chloritic shears (Figs.
A5, A6b). A subsidiary set strikes within 20° of east-west and dips steeply north and south;
these are termed east-west veins and are adjacent and subparallel to the east-west set of
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Figure A5, Geological level map of a portion of the 800 level showing the Horrible and
main Kensington vein systems (mapping from this study).
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Figure A6, Stereoplots of chlorite shears (a), discrete quartz veins and slickensides (b), and
network veins (c), from the Horrible vein system.
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chlorite shear zones (Fig. A6b). Discrete veins range from 10 cm to >1 m in width and are
composed of massive quartz and subordinate amounts of Fe-carbonate. Horsetailing at vein
tips results in discrete veins feathering out into sigmoidal network veins. Discrete veins
pinch and swell along strike and dip. Sheeted textures are common within highly strained
portions of the veins. The interpreted sense of displacement along discrete veins as
determined by shear steps on corresponding slickenlines, is depicted on figure AS.
Geometrical relations within the Horrible vein system indicate that east-west veins crosscut
and offset north to northwest striking veins in the majority of cases. However, the reverse
relationship is also found. The relative synchronism of the east-west and north-northweststriking veins is substantiated by the 40Ar/39 Ar dates on vein micas. Dates of 55.3 (+/0.2) Ma (Table A4, #4) and 54.9 (+/- 0.2) Ma (Table A4, #7) were obtained from the
north-striking and east-west discrete veins, respectively.
A series of discrete veins in a right-stepping, en-echelon pattern occurs in the
hanging wall of the Kensington vein system, approximately 100 m east of the main ore
zone of network veins (Figs. AS, A7, A8b). The hanging wall veins average 1 min
thickness, and consist of massive to sheeted quartz. Geometrically, the Kensington
hanging wall veins are similar to the discrete veins of the HOluble, also striking nOlthnorthwest and dipping moderately to steeply east. Slickenlines along with shear steps and
asymmetric wall rock fabrics are together interpreted to indicate a reverse right-lateral sense
of displacement (Fig. A7).
Network veins

The main Kensington vein system (Fig. A7) is a north-striking and steeply eastdipping zone of shallow- to moderately dipping network veins. Exploration through 1992
has delineated extensive veining for 500 m along strike and nearly 1000 m along dip.
Network veins contain 95% of the gold reserves blocked out within the Kensington
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Figure A8, Stereoplots of chlorite shear zones (a), hanging wall veins and slickenlines (b),
main zone network veins (c), chlorite shears (d) and late stage faults (e) from the main
Kensington zone. Solid circles = poles to planes, open boxes = lineations.
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orebody. Two sets of network veins occur in the Kensington vein system which strikenortherly and dip moderately to the west and east (Fig. A8c).
The main network system of the Kensington vein averages -13 m in width and
consists of up to 25% quartz by volume. However, much of the central portion of the
network orebody attains widths of -50 m. Figure A9 depicts two rib maps from sections
A-A' and B-B' as noted on Figure A7. Individual veins range from I cm to 20 cm,
averaging -5 em in thickness. An intricate array of three sets of auriferous veins and one
set of late ban'en veins has been delineated in the main Kensington network system (Fig.
A9). Characteristic geometry, orientation and mineralogy define the four vein sets as
follows:
Set #1. Shallowly dipping quartz+carbonate+l-chlorite+l-pyrite veins (Fig. A9a). These
veins are north-striking and dip shallowly to both the east and west Veins of this set
persist 10 to 40 m into the hangingwalls and footwalls of the main zone. Changes in dip are
defined by broad axial warps (Fig. A9, A-A'), often associated with sigmoidal or
"centipede" geometries (Fig. AlO). The axial planes of these sigmoids may host lenticular
east-dipping veins (Fig. All). Axes defined by the sigmoidal veins plunge moderately
south-southeast. Veins average -2 cm in width and can be traced for more than 15 m.
Chlorite and quartz fibers are approximately perpendicular to vein walls and defme a
steeply easterly plunging extension vector. Such internal textures are interpreted to indicate
that these are tensional veins. Pervasive sulfide mineralization is rare within this vein set;
however, clots or seams of massive pyrite are common.
Set #2. Gold-rich quartz+pyrite+l-carbonate+l-chlorite veins. Sulfide content is variable,
but may be as great as 30% along horizontal segments and these veins host the bulk of the
ore. These veins differ from set #1 veins by their greater abundance of sulfide minerals and
by their greater width and continuity. The majority of these veins strike northerly and dip
moderately to the west. Where exposed in underground workings they are subparallel to
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Figure A9, Rib maps of vein structures from the 800 level. Vicw is to the north.
Stereoplots show orientations of quartz+carbonate+l-chlorite+l-pyrite veins of set #1 (a),
gold-rich quartz+pyrite+l-carbonatc+l-chlorite veins of set #2 (b), sheeted quartz+pyrite
veins of set #3 (c), and quartz+ankerite vcins of set #4 (d). Symbols as above.
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Figure AlD, Photo of subhorizontal and sigmoidal veins in main Kensington zone. View
is to the north.

Figure All, Photo of vein sets #2 and #3 in the Kensington zone. View is to the north.
Photo is 3 meters across.
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each other (Fig. A9b, rib maps and Figs. All and A12). Veins average -6 cm in width;
however, where they flatten in dip, these veins widen and attain thicknesses of nearly 1 m
(Fig. A9, A-A'). This set of veins generally, but not always, crosscuts veins of set #1.
Set #3. Sheeted quartz+pyrite veins (Fig. A9c, Fig. A13). These north-striking and
moderately west-dipping veins are volumetrically less important than sets #1 and #2, yet
carry significant gold grades. They contain banded pyrite layers which give them a
laminated or sheeted morphology. Veins attain widths of 10 cm and average -4 cm. Pyrite
content of these veins varies from 3% up to 50%. Quartz is the dominant gangue mineral,
with rare chlorite and carbonate. Slickenlines on the margins of sheeted veins plunge
moderately west and shear steps indicate the latest sense of displacement was dip-slip
reverse. Synchronous (?) with the development of west-dipping sheeted veins was
emplacement of moderately to steeply east-dipping veins (Fig. A9, Figs. All and A14)
which display slightly sheared margins. The sheeted veins have been found to crosscut
flatter parts of the veins of set #2; however, they are generally cut by moderately dipping
sections of veins of set #2.
Set #4. Late-stage quartz-ankerite veins. These northeast-striking, sub vertically dipping
veins are devoid of gold and cut all of the auriferous vein sets #1 through #3. Vein widths
range from 0.5 to 3 cm. Sulfides are absent, however, intense brown-ankerite alteration
halos occur in the wallrock for distances up to twenty times the vein thickness. Where
observed in cross section, quartz-ankerite veins are discontinuous and dip to the northeast
(Fig. A14).
The similar strike and mineralogy of vein sets #1 - #3, and the variable crosscutting
relations (Fig. A12), suggest a genetic link and a close temporal association. The consistent
kinematic data are interpreted to reflect vein development within the same regional stress
regime.
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Figure A12, Photo of vein sets #1 and #2 showing mutually cross cutting relations in main
Kensington zone. View is to the north. Photo is 3 meters across.

Figure A13, Photo of sheeted vein of set #3 cross cutting veins of set #2 in main
Kensington zone. View is to the north. Note hammer for scale.
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Figure A14, Photo of a northeast-dipping discrete vein crosscutting shallowly-dipping
network veins (#1). Also note discontinuous northeast-dipping quartz-ankerite veins. View
is to the north. Note hammer for scale.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NETWORK, DISCRETE AND BARREN VEIN
SYSTEMS
Kensington and Johnson Deposits
Examination of the main Kensington network zone and of discrete veins from the
hanging wall at the 800 level indicates that the latest deformation along discrete veins postdates the main ore-bearing network veins. Some mesoscopic relations (Fig. A14) have
shown that sub-horizontal network veins were crosscut by steeply dipping discrete veins.
However, 40Ar/39 Ar measurements on vein muscovites indicate an isotopic age of 54.2
(+1-0.1) Ma (Table A4, #2) for a hanging wall discrete vein and an age of 53.5 (+/-) 0.2

Ma (Table A4, #8) for a network vein (set #1). Together, these data indicate the relative
synchronous development of the two vein types.
Inspection of the Kensington and Johnson veins at the 2000 level in the Kensington
orebody (Figs. A2 and A15) reveals a similar orebody geometry to that seen on the 800
level. Both steeply dipping discrete veins and moderately west-dipping network veins are
present in the Kensington zone on the 800 and 2000 levels. However, the main network
vein system is -7-10 m wide on the 2000 level compared to -13-50 m on the 800 level.
The diminution of width is attributed to the intersection of the orebody with a zone of
steeply southwest-dipping chloritic shear zones. The anisotropy caused by the chloritic
shears localized vein emplacement within the homogeneous blocks of diorite. However, in
the shear-induced fabric fracture propagation is impeded. Sericite from the Kensington
network vein system (sets#I-3) has been dated isotopically at 55.0 (+/- 0.3) Ma (Table A4,
#3) at the 2000 level.
Competency contrasts controlled the propagation of the Johnson vein. The Johnson
vein system is exposed 760 m to the east of the Kensington vein on the 2000 level (Fig.
A15). This exposure is located near the contact of the Jualin diorite and basalt of the
Wrangellia terrane. The Johnson vein is continuous for at least 100 meters in the diorite,
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then terminates -40 meters into the basalt (Fig. A15). Both discrete and network veins are
present within the Johnson vein system, resulting in vein geometries similar to the
Kensington. The main vein is a 50 cm wide northwest-striking and northeast-dipping
discrete vein with sheared margins. Several moderately east- and west-dipping network
veins occur in the hangingwall and footwall of the discrete vein. A date of 54.0 (+/- 0.1)
Ma (Table A4, #5) on the main discrete vein reveals the close temporal association of the
Johnson and Kensington systems.
Three dominant orientations of brittle faults occur, of which the northeast-striking
set hosts ban-en quartz-ankerite veins (set #4) (Figs. A7 and ASe). These faults often offset
ore-bearing veins, although none have disrupted orebody geometry more than -3 m.
North- and east-striking brittle faults parallel the orientations of amiferous discrete and
network veins in the Kensington deposit. This similarity is interpreted to be due to the
preference of the late faults for pre-existing weaknesses. Offset veins, as well as
slickenside lineations on brittle faults, indicate that both tlle north- and east-striking faults
experienced a late-reverse sense of displacement (Fig. A7). Northeast-striking faults have
no measurable displacement and parallel a weakness imposed by ankerite veins.
Geometrically, ankerite veins are unique compared to the auriferous veins in their northeast
strike and southeast-dip (Fig. A9d). Intense brown-ankeritic alteration halos surround the
veins for up to 30 cm. A 40Ar/39Ar isotopic age from sericite in the alteration halo of one
such vein yields a date of 54.4 (+/- 0.4) Ma (Table A4, #6), indicating that these barren,
brittle structures formed coevally with the other network vein sets.
Jualin and Empire Deposits
The Jualin orebody is located near the northern terminus of a >100 m wide by
>2100 m long zone containing five northwest-striking, northeast-dipping chloritic shears
within the Jualin diorite (Fig. A2). This zone hosts three discrete northwest-striking and
steeply northeast-dipping auriferous quartz veins which constitute the main orebody (Fig.
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A16). Individual shears average -2 m in width and penetrative fabrics become less well
developed immediately away from the shears. In thin section, shear zone material consists
of sericitized plagioclase as well as broken and altered hornblende porphyroclasts which are
locally replaced by chlorite, epidote and sericite. Quartz grains display undulatory
extinction and have sutured grain boundaries. Also, on the microscopic scale, late-stage
reverse shears which dip 25°-35° to the east occur and offset the penetrative shear zone
fabric a few mm. These small-scale structures may be analogous to larger scale post-vein
faults that displace the veins as much as 15 m. Asymmetric foliation along the vein walls
combined with subvertical elongation lineations (Fig. A16b) and shallowly dipping eastvergent microscopic shears are interpreted to indicate a reverse sense of shear with a rightlateral component.
A second set of chlorite shear zones occurs in the Big Lake area which strike eastwest and dip subvertically. These shears display similar penetrative fabrics as the
northwest-striking set and range from <0.5 to 1 m in width.
Whereas the main Kensington vein is dominated by a large network vein system
with subordinate discrete veins, the Jualin orebody is composed largely of an extensive
discrete vein system. These discrete veins strike northwest and dip northeast. Isotopic ages
indicate vein fonnation at 55.5 (+1-0.3) Ma (Table A4, #12). Veins range from 0.5 m to 5
m in width and are boudinaged about northwest-plunging axes. Veins pinch out into barren
chlorite shears making lateral and vertical continuity difficult to establish. The resulting ore
shoots are ellipsoidal in shape and plunge to the southeast. Slickenslines on vein margins
plunge moderately north to northeast. Wallrock margins exhibit well-developed chloritic
foliation parallel to the veins. Boudinage of the discrete quartz veins suggests that an
episode of contraction postdated vein emplacement.
The areas between the discrete veins within the Jualin orebody contain numerous
north-striking, subhorizontal network veins which average -1-3 em in width. One such
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network vein system in the Jualin deposit is the Empire zone. Whereas individual veins
carry gold values up to 1 opt Au, values of the entire vein system average 0.04 to 0.06 opt.
As presently defmed, the Empire zone is -50 m wide and has been traced for -300 m along
strike (Fig. A16). Delineation of individual vein sets is more difficult than at the
Kensington deposit due to poor exposure. Barren quartz-ankerite veins within the Empire
zone strike north-northwest and dip shallowly to the southwest. The veins average -3 cm
in width and have a spacing of 3-20 veins/meter. Carbonate and chlorite within veins are
oriented perpendicular to vein walls. These are interpreted to indicate an extensional mode
of opening synchronous with development of the quartz-ankerite veins. In areas of high
vein density, greater than 10 veins/meter, ankerite alteration is pervasive throughout the
host rock.
Lack of continuous exposure makes geometrical and timing relations between the
discrete veins of the Jualin system and the network veins of tlle Empire zone difficult to
detennine. The occurrence of veins within chloritic shear zones and their boudinaged
geometry attest to the ductile nature of deformation before and after veining. Such an
association contrasts with the Kensington area where veins are adjacent to the chlorite shear
zones, yet not hosted by them. Extensional veins which comprise the Empire zone are
indicative of a brittle mode of failure. Isotopic age relationships between one of the Jualin
veins (dated at 55.5 +/- 0.3 Ma, Table A4, #12) and the Empire zone (dated at 55.3 +/- 0.3
Ma, Table A4, #14) indicate that network and discrete vein formation events were coeval.
An age of 53.2 Ma on strongly altered diorite from another part of the Jualin vein system

indicates that hydrothermal activity continued for another 2 m.y. in the southern part of the
Bemers Bay district.
SYNTHESIS OF TIMING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VEIN STRUCTURES
Two different styles of veining occur within the Bemers Bay district; discrete and
network vein systems. Discrete veins strike north to northwest and dip to the northeast. A
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subsidiary set strikes east-west and dips steeply north and south. Chloritic fabric along the
margins of east-west veins attests to the development of the initial structures during ductile
deformation. However, vein emplacement and subsequent movement occurred during
ductile-brittle conditions as supported by the occurrence of breccia fragments and
boudinage within both sets 'of discrete veins. Where the two sets of veins are found
together, east-west veins generally, although not always, cut north- to northwest striking
veins. The close temporal relation of these sets of discrete veins is further supported by the
40Ar/39Ar dates from the Horrible vein system of 55.2 (+/-0.1) Ma (Table A4, # and 54.9
(+/-0.2) Ma (Table A4, #7) on the northerly and east-west striking veins, respectively.
Relative timing between the discrete and network systems is more difficult to
discern. At the drift scale, northeast dipping discrete veins with sheared margins cut
shallowly-dipping network veins (Fig. AI4). However, 40Ar/39Ar dates from the Horrible
(55.3 +/-0.1 Ma and 54.9 +/-0.2 Ma) (Table A4, #4 and #7), Kensington (54.2 +/-0.1 Ma)
(Table A4, #2), and Johnson (54.0 +/-0.1 Ma) (Table A4, #5) discrete vein systems,
compared to the date from the Kensington network vein system (>53.5 Ma) indicate that
some network zones developed subsequent to discrete veins. At the Jualin orebody,
40Ar/39Ar data reveal that the development of discrete veins (53.2 +/- 0.1 Ma and 55.5 +/0.3 Ma; Table A4, #13 and #12) within the main shears of the Jualin orebody occurred
both before and after network veining (55.3 +/-0.3 Ma; Table A4, #14) in the Empire
portion of the system. These apparent vein parageneses in the Kensington and Jualin ore
deposits can best be explained by a model of cyclic vein development in the Berners Bay
district Different vein styles which display ductile-brittle characteristics apparently formed
throughout the same 3 to 3.5 m.y.-Iong hydrothermal event. The well-established structural
and timing relations outlined above provide the tools to analyze the stress and strain regime
during mineralization.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Similar ages of vein formation, based upon mutually crosscutting relations and
absolute age data for both the discrete and network systems, provide evidence for the cyclic
nature of fluid flow and subsequent veining. Apparent differences in structural style
between the discrete and network vein systems warrant separate strain analyses. The
competent character of the Jualin diorite provides a relatively isotropic medium in which to
carry out structural analysis. Because of this overall mechanical homogeneity, similar vein
styles and shear orientations from the Jualin and Kensington areas will be pooled to aid in
defIning the regional stress regime based upon several different analyses. In addition,
kinematic and structural orientation data from the pre-mineral chlorite shears and the barren
ankeritic-brittle faults will help to define the deformation regimes before and after
•
deposition of auriferous quartz.
Chlorite Shear Zones

In the Bemers Bay district, the best developed chloritic shears consist of a
conjugate set which strike northwest and dip steeply northeast (Jualin) and southwest
(Kensington) (Fig. A6a, A8a, A16a). Another, less well developed set of chloritic shears
strikes east-west and dips sub vertically north and south as observed near the Kensington
and Big Lake vein areas (Fig. A6a, A8d). Elongation lineations plunge steeply down-dip
along northwest-striking shears and plunge moderately east and west along east-west
shears. Asymmetric fabrics are interpreted to indicate a reverse sense of displacement on
northwest-striking shears and left-lateral oblique displacement along east-west shears.
Following the criteria of Ramsay and Huber (1987), the orientation of the strain ellipsoid
can be determined from conjugate northwest-striking shears. The axis of maximum
shorteni~g

(Z) bisects the obtuse angle between conjugate sets of ductile-brittle shears. The

intermediate axis (Y) is defined by the intersection of the shears and the axis of extension
(X) is 90° from Y on a plane whose pole is Z. Based upon this analysis, the interpreted
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strain configuration is one of biaxial defonnation with the Z-axis oriented -05°, 225°, and
the X-axis oriented sub-vertically and plunging to the southeast (-85°, 126°) (Fig. A17a).
Discrete Vein Systems
The north- to northwest- and east-west-striking discrete veins of the Horrible,
Kensington and Jualin systems are grouped together for structural analysis. Vein/fault
geometries were investigated in light of their relationships to axes of extension and
contraction. As defined by Anderson (1951), true conjugate faults should: 1) display
slickenlines perpendicular to their intersections, 2) exhibit fault intersections (interpreted to
be parallel to sigma 2) that cluster tightly on a stereonet, and 3) have a maximum
compressive stress that is contained within the acute bisectrix of the faults. These criteria
are not met by the discrete veins in the Berners Bay district which display reverse-slip
displacement and may have developed in a wrench-fault configuration (Williams, 1958).
Due to such geometries, the angular relations between faults and the stress axes as
described by Anderson (1951) cannot be used. Therefore, a three-dimensional structural
analysis must be employed. To detennine the configuration of the strain ellipsoid a
graphical treatment for oblique-slip systems was developed by Wallace (1951), and
expanded upon by Williams (1958) and Bott (1959).
Based upon Wallace's (1951) approach, faults are assumed to follow preferred
orientations and these Olientations, together with net slip indicators, can be used to
establish the strain configuration. Central to Wallace's solution is the premise that faults
will concentrate at orientations tangent to a cone which is common to all faults. The axis of
this cone will defme the compressive axis if the cone radius is less than 45°, or the
extensional axis if the cone radius is greater than 45°. While anisotropy can effect the
distribution of fractures, Wallace noted that any fault with significant shearing stress will
still display a cone-like geometry. The overall homogeneity of the Jualin diorite makes
Wallace's analysis especially applicable. Employing this method, the best fit conical pattern
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of the discrete veins in the Berners Bay district defines an extensional axis of 82°, 122°
(Fig. A17b). Since the faults display reverse-oblique displacement and the radius of this
cone is 52°, the cone axis is interpreted to be an axis of extension. The axis of maximum
shortening is therefore located within the southwest and northeast quadrants.
A more precise graphical method can be used to determine the orientation of the
principal deformation axes if both fault and slickenlines orientations are known (Arthaud,
1969). This method assumes that the deformation of a rock by a system of faults can be
"described using three principal directions of deformation". The advantage of this method
is that it can also be applied to non-conjugate fault systems in an anisotropic material, thus
taking into account any unrecognized inhomogeneities within the apparently homogeneous
Jualin diorite. We refer the reader to Arthaud (1969) for a detailed description of the
constraints and methodology of the procedure. Once the deformation axes are defined, a
knowledge of the sense of displacement along the slickensides is needed in order to
determine axes of extension and shortening. Since all faults display an oblique-reverse
sense of displacement, the X-axis defines a steep southeast plunge (74°, 117°). This
orientation is close to that of the X-axis determined by Wallace's method. The maximum
principal shortening Z-axis plunges moderately westsouthwest (11°, 246°) and the
intermediate Y-axis plunges moderately to the north (09°, 355°) (Fig. AI7b).
Results of structural analyses performed on the various sets of discrete veins are
interpreted to indicate that a state of uniaxial deformation existed during mineralization.
Based upon the two methods noted above, as well as geological relations in the field,
discrete vein sets are compatible with a strain configuration defmed by sub-horizontal eastnortheast to west-southwest contraction and subvertical extension.
Network Vein Systems
Determination of the strain configuration associated with network vein development
is a relatively simple procedure due to the following reasons; 1) network veins (sets #1-3)
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are mutually crosscutting and therefore can be grouped as one set, 2) vein intersections
(sigma 2) plot in a tight cluster, 3) slickenlines are perpendicular to vein intersections, and
4) vein morphology and sense of displacement clearly defme shear versus extensional
veins. Thus, the shallow to moderately east and west dipping veins are interpreted to be a
conjugate set Furthermore, the geometry of sigmoidal veins (Fig. AlO) defines a nearly
horizontal tensional plane due to the above determined subhorizontal contraction across the
ore zone.
Figure Al7c depicts network veins from the main part of the Kensington vein
system. Based on the methods of Ramsay and Huber (1987), data for sense of shear
combined with slickenline orientations defme a maximum shortening axis (Z) which is
oriented approximately east-west Shallowly dipping, sheeted network veins and nearly
horizontal network veins with open space filling are interpreted as shear and tension veins,
respectively. The configuration of these veins further constrains the orientation of the Zaxis to nearly horizontal (-03°, 252°). The Y-axis is close to horizontal in a northwest
direction (07°, 343°), and the axis of greatest elongation (X) is sub-vertical (80°, 129°) (Fig.
AI7c). A state of biaxial strain would account for this geometry.
Ankerite Faults
Orientations of faults with intense ankeritic alteration (Fig. A8e) defme an
orthorhombic pattern which may develop during triaxial strain (Reches, 1983). Analysis of
these faults by Wallace's method (1951), defines an axis of elongation oriented 85°,191°.
Northeast-striking tensional ankerite veins contain the axis of maximum compression
within their plane (Fig. A9d). Combining ankerite vein orientation with sense of shear
along ankeritic faults, a uniaxial strain configuration is interpreted with the axis of
maximum shortening oriented -00°, 045°. This configuration of the strain ellipsoid is again
compatible with results determined from the other analyses in which contraction was
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Figure AI7, Block diagrams showing vein development envisioned for the Bemers Bay
district. Stereoplots show the configuration of the principal strain axes during each event.
Pre-vein strain configuration (a), discrete vein strain configuration (b), network vein strain
configuration (c), and late- to post-mineralization strain configuration (d).
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confmed to the northeast and southwest quadrants and extension was sub-vertical (Fig.
A17d). Variations in the orientations and styles of strain are discussed below.
THE STATE OF STRAIN AND REGIONAL STRESS CONFIGURATION
Structural analysis of the chlorite shear zones, discrete veins, network veins and
ankerite faults indicate that there were slight temporal variations in the orientation of the
finite strain ellipsoid associated with vein formation within the Jualin diorite (Figs. A17ad). In all cases, the axis of maximum extension (X) was subvertical. The axis of maximum
shortening (Z) was subhorizontal and plunged in a northeast both prior to and during late
stages of veining (chloritic shears and ankeritic faults). Rotation of the Z-axis from a
northeast to a moderately west-southwest direction of plunge during the development of the
discrete and network veins is hypothesized based on the structural relations. Biaxial strain
is interpreted to have been associated with development of the chlorite shears and
accompanied the formation of the economically important network veins. A state of uniaxial
strain was associated with discrete veining and with relatively late ankerite faulting. Based
upon the absolute age data cited above, network and discrete vein systems developed at
approximately the same time, suggesting that while biaxial deformation dominated in one
area, a condition of uniaxial deformation existed in another. Such a transitory nature to the
deformation regimes suggests heterogeneous deformation and cyclic fluid fluxes
throughout the 3-3.5 m.y. period of vein formation.
The various orientations of the strain ellipsoid noted above can be reconciled with
the far-field stress regime. Shear and vein relations in the Bemers Bay district are
compatible with regional contraction and coaxial deformation during which the maximum
principal stress axis (sigma 1) was oriented _00°, 045°-085°. The least compressive stress
axis (sigma 3) would have been subvertical. Such an original stress configuration is
believed to have been due to the orthogonal convergence between the Pacific-Kula plate and
the North American plate margin (Engebretson et al., 1985). A change in the angle of
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convergence between the Pacific and North American plates occurred in the early Eocene
-54-52 Ma (Lonsdale, 1988; Cande and Kent, 1992). This change in relative plate motion

resulted in a switch from east-west contraction across the plate boundary to one of dextral
transpression. Resulting fluctuations in stress along the plate margins at this time may have
caused the changes in strain configuration leading to episodic fluid pulses and formation of
the different vein styles observed in the Bemers Bay district. Alternatively, fluctuations in
fluid pressure may have resulted in changes in the stress configuration (Boullier and
Robert, 1992).
Based upon the otientation of the strain axes, the geometry of the deformation
regime is interpreted to have been similar during both discrete and network vein
development Slight differences in deformation style include dominantly uniaxial strain
during discrete veining and biaxial strain during network vein development.
FLUID CYCLING AND VEIN FORMATION IN THE BERNERS BAY DISTRICT
The relatively young age of the resulting mesothermal vein systems and the
abundant datable mica in the various structures, allow for a unique evaluation of the
processes of fluid cycling. Fluid inclusion and stable isotope data suggest that the same
fluid reservoir served as a source for both the discrete and network vein systems. We
attribute the temporal changes in vein style to fault-valve behavior as originally detailed by
Sibson (1977, 1981).
Extensive vein system development at depths of 10 krn indicates fluid pressures
were periodically in excess oflithostatic pressures. Sibson et al. (1988) recognized that the
development of high fluid pressure regimes necessitates that fluid migration be somehow
restricted by areas of low permeability. Conversely, if impermeable zones are not
encountered by the fluid during migration, then fluid pressure cannot exceed lithostatic
pressure and veining will not occur. From a structural perspective, one of the most
favorable tectonic settings in which to develop impermeable zones is within a contractional
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regime where faults parallel to the orogen are largely impermeable. Sibson et al. (1988)
argue that the common association of meso thermal vein systems with reverse shear zones
aids the development of supralithostatic pressures that generally result from fluid throttling
in a contractional stress field with periodic seismic failure. Once the system fails, trapped
fluids migrate upward, fluid pressures locally decrease to hydrostatic, and precipitation of
quartz in veins is likely. The system will then re-seal itself, with this cycle being described
as fault-valve behavior. Mesothermal vein development may also occur within strike-slip
regimes if the overall zone is transpressive in nature. Conversely, in pure extensional
regimes, the fluid conduits (i.e. faults) may be open to the surface negating much of a
possibility for a significant build-up of fluid pressure.
The maximum fluid pressure that can be maintained depends upon the tensile
failure strength of the rock (Cox et al., 1990). Accordingly, the feedback between the
tensile strength of the rock and the supralithostatic pressure will control the dimensions of
fractured zones. Since rocks possess finite strength, the development of fractures will
likely not exceed "several hundred meters at anyone time" (Cox et al., 1990). The
propagation of fluid packets may result in laterally and vertically extensive, yet
discontinuous, vein systems. Therefore, the development of vein deposits which are
vertically extensive for at least 1000 m, such as in the Berners Bay district, is probably due
to episodic fluid release.
The orientation of the long axis of the auriferous veins within the Berners Bay
district perpendicular to the axis of maximum shortening is contrary to the development of
fractures predicted by Andersonian theory (1951). Such contrary relations have commonly
been noted for vein systems in other contractional tectonic regimes. A similar sequence of
shallowly dipping tensional veins (network veins) and associated steeply dipping shear
veins (discrete veins) (Fig. A18) has been documented in other mesothermal gold deposits
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(Robert and Brown, 1986; Dub'e and Guha, 1992). The variable styles of veins in the
Berners Bay district with associated crosscutting relations attest to fluid cycling events.
A major question is what were the primary conduits for the mineralizing fluids? The

spatial associations of both discrete and network veins to chloritic shear zones are
interpreted to show a genetic link. Hydrous minerals within the chloritic shears attest to the
fact that some fluid was channeled along them. However, the large swarms of network
veins which occupy relatively homogeneous blocks of diorite between the shears indicate
that fluid flow was also focused by brittle fractures. A plausible working hypothesis for
fluid flow includes initial development of the heterogeneous chloritic shear zones to defme
blocks of homogeneous diorite. Shear failure, typified by discrete veins, occurred near the
chloritic shear zones. Extensive zones of tensile failure, resulting in network veins,
developed within the homogeneous blocks of diorite more distal to the chloritic shear
zones.
SUMMARY
Geometric relations similar to those observed in the Berners Bay district have been
documented in other mesothermal vein systems (Robert and Brown, 1986; Sibson et al.,
1988; Dube and Guha, 1992). Yet the early Eocene mesothemlal gold-quartz vein deposits
in the Berners Bay district offer an opportunity to analyze one of the youngest and best
exposed systems of this mineral deposit type in the world. Isotopic age data from different
vein systems reveal that mineralization occurred over a period of 3-3.5 m.y. The duration
of individual veining events within the Berners Bay district likely was on the order of 103
to 105 years (Nur and Walder, 1990). Nonetheless, our data are consistent with reasonable
theoretical estimates of fluid cycling.
Results of structural analysis perfonned on the pre-vein chlorite shears, discrete and
network veins and the barren ankerite faults are interpreted to indicate that the strain
configuration developed in a regime of sub horizontal northeast-southwest shortening and
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sub-vertical extension. Oscillations in the local defonnation regime are interpreted to have
occurred during the mineralization event. These changes were manefested by a shift from
northeast-southwest (chloritic shears) to east-west (discrete and network veins) directed
contraction and back to northeast-southwest contraction (ankeritic veins/faults). These
shifts may have been the result of changes in the near-field stress configuration due to
fluctuations in fluid pressure (Boullier and Robert, 1992) or changes in the far-field stress
configuration. In any event, the same general defonnation regime existed during all
auriferous vein events. Within this contractional regime several pulses of mineralizing fluid
have been defmed. The styles and ages of the veins are compatible with the inferred farfield stress regime which existed along the Pacific margin during the Eocene (Engebretson
et al., 1985). Furthermore, fluid release along the 200 km length of the Juneau gold belt
has been temporally attributed to a change in plate motion (Goldfarb et al., 1991b). We
believe that the detailed structural and geochronological data outlined above provide
constraints on the development and timing of a mesothennal vein system. These data
provide a unique example of the feedback between the local defonnation regime, fluid
cycling by fault-valve behavior and the far-field plate kinematics in a mesothermal vein
system.
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APPENDIX B: TIMING AND STYLE OF FIVE PROGRESSNE
DEFORMATIONAL EVENTS ASSOCIATED WITH :MID-CRETACEOUS
TO TERTIARY CONTRACTIONAL TECTONISM - JUNEAU GOLD
BELT, SOUTIlEAST ALASKA
ABSTRACT
A portion of northern southeastern Alaska, known as the Juneau gold belt, is
composed of a disparate assemblage of lithotectonic terranes which range in age from
Paleozoic and perhaps older to Cretaceous. Widespread plutonism occurred in the region
from Cretaceous through Tertiary time. Five progressive deformational events associated
with contractional tectonism began in mid-Cretaceous time and continued well into the
Tertiary. Structural relations are interpreted to indicate that the deformation regime
commenced as a purely contractional one and ultimately developed into a transpressive
regime. Earliest recognizable structures associated with mid-Cretaceous and possibly older
events include SolS 1, S2, and S3 planar fabrics. Geometries of deformed sedimentary and
volcanic clasts reveal a flattening style of strain developed with contraction. Clast
orientations, associated mineral lineations, and fold and fabric vergences are interpreted to
indicate east to west shear and steep easterly plunging elongation. Moderate to high angle
mid-Cretaceous thrust faults crosscut S3 fabrics and display westward vergence.
Penetrative shear fabrics (S3') within the thrusts dip 5°-40° more steeply than the S2 fabrics
in the adjoining rock packages. During Late-Cretaceous and Paleocene time a series of
elongate tonalite sills were intruded syn-tectonically into the Coast shear zone which forms
the eastern margin of the belt Kinematic indicators and conjugate ductile shear zones in the
sills and wall rocks are indicative of predominantly pure shear defOlmation due to eastnortheast - west-southwest to northeast - southwest contraction associated with
development of the Coast shear zone. Asymmetric fabrics and late kinematic shear zones
indicate that there was also a component of simple shear in the tonalite sills and adjacent
rocks. A distinct faulting and fluid flow event occurred during the Eocene (-56.5-52.8 Ma)
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which produced a series of economically important auriferous quartz vein deposits that
characterize the 160 kIn long Juneau gold belt Eocene vein deposits are spatially associated
with mid-Cretaceous thrust faults. Kinematic indicators along second order structures,
which strike north-northwest and east-northeast, are compatible with subhorizontal
northeast to southwest contraction across the belt. Gold vein mineralization may have been
initiated by changes in the far-field stress regime andlor rapid exhumation. The latest
movement on dextral strike-slip faults of the Denali-Chatham Strait system post-date the
vein deposits. Each progressive deformational event has a unique structural character and
strain symmetry with respect to one another, however, all but the last event are compatible
with varying amounts of contraction oriented sub-horizontally, at high angles to the strike
of the belt.
INTRODUCTION
The western margin of the Coast Mountains near Juneau is noted for its
polydefonned and metamorphosed rock assemblages (Brew, 1984; Stowell and Hooper,
1990; Gehrels and others, 1992). While previous studies have described the tectonic,
metamorphic and magmatic development of the region, few have discussed the detailed
structural relations between the various deformational events. This paper presents new
structural data as well as summarizes and synthesizes geologic and structural relations in a
portion of northern southeastern Alaska between Berners and Windham bays which is
known as the Juneau gold belt (Fig. Bl). The information is presented in geochronologic
order from the oldest to youngest events in a "tectonic paragenesis". The area of interest
between Windham Bay and Berners Bay has experienced at least five distinct progressive
deformational events since mid-Cretaceous time. Overprinting and coalescence of fabrics
are interpreted to indicate that the deformational events were truly progressive, however,
their distinct structural styles warrant the separate discussion of their attributes. These
relations help to explain the structures observed, some of which have been interpreted to
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give conflicting senses of shear, and place them into a progressive kinematic model.
Furthennore, these studies defme and help constrain the events leading to and following the
development of economically important gold-quartz vein deposits.
GEOLOGIC SETTING
Northern southeastern Alaska is composed of a collage of polydefonned and
polymetarnorphosed sedimentary and volcanic rocks first described by Spencer (1906) and
Buddington and Chapin (1929). Subsequent work led to the delineation of lithotectonic
terranes which range in age from pre-Penni an to Cretaceous (Berg and others, 1972,1978;
Monger and Berg, 1987; Gehrels and Berg, 1988). These terranes have been juxtaposed
against one another along what has been interpreted to be a system of west-verging, midCretaceous thrust faults (Crawford and others, 1987; Gehrels and others, 1990;
McClelland and others, 1992; Rubin and others, 1990, 1992; Gehrels, this volume).
Thrust faults in the region strike northwesterly and dip moderately to steeply to the east.
Older rocks are systematically thrust over younger rocks from east to west One of the best
exposed sections of these diverse units occurs near Juneau. From the Coast Mountains
batholith westward rocks include: 1) late Paleozoic and older quartz-rich metasedimentary
and metavolcanic rocks which Gehrels and others (1992) have correlated with components
of the Yukon-Tanana terrane (YTT). 2) Pennian and Triassic rocks of the Taku terrane that
lie to the west and are in contact with YTT-equivalent rocks along the Sumdum thrust fault
(Fig. Bl) (Gehrels and others, 1992). The Fanshaw fault bounds the Taku terrane on the
west. 3) Jura-Cretaceous metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks of the Gravina belt that
lie to the west of the Taku terrane. The Alexander terrane lies outboard of the Gravina belt.
Northward from the Juneau area, rocks of the Taku terrane are truncated where the
Sum dum and Fanshaw faults merge together (Fig. Bl).
Three major pulses of magmatic activity occurred as part of the Coast Mountains
batholith in the Juneau gold belt area (Brew and Morrell, 1983). Significant intrusive
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events include small (<20 km 2) mid-Cretaceous diorite plutons intruded into the Taku and
Wrangellia terranes as well as into the Gravina belt Along the eastern side of the belt a
series of syntectonic, elongate plutons occur which comprise the tonalite sills. Rocks of
this suite range in age from latest Cretaceous to early Tertiary as evidenced by U-Pb ages
between 72 and 58 Ma (Gehrels and others, 1991; Gehrels, in review). Individual bodies
of the tonalite sills vary from a few km to 10 km in width. A younger (59-58 Ma) and less
deformed suite of tonalite and granodiorite occurs just east of the maln tonalite body in the
Juneau region (Gehrels and others, 1991). The latest and perhaps most widespread igneous
event was associated with undeformed mesozonal Eocene granites and granodiorites which
comprise the bulk of the Coast Mountains batholith. The age of granite/granodiorite
plutonism is constrained by U-Pb dates of -50 Ma (Gehrels and others, 1991), K-Ar dates
of Barker and others (1986) between 54-48 Ma as well as 40 Ar-39 Ar dates on hornblende
of 55 Ma (L.W. Snee personnel communication, 1993). A similar range in ages was
obtained by Forbes and Engels (1970) from K-Ar dates on biotite in monzonite (-50 Ma)
as well as from hornblende within adjacent schists (55.9-59.8 Ma). Despite the apparent
differences in ages, it is clear from these data that several significant thermal events
occurred between 100 and 48 Ma.
Rocks of the Juneau gold belt are variably metamorphosed from prehnitepumpellyite to amphibolite facies. Forbes (1959) was the flrst to describe an overturned
Barrovian metamorphic sequence in the Juneau area. Further work by Brew and Ford
(1977), Ford and Brew (1977), Brew and others (1989), Stowell (1986) and McClelland
and others (1991) have defined a metamorphic gradient of increasing pressure and
temperature from southwest to northeast across the western margin of the Coast
Mountains. Brew and others (1989) have defined six metamorphic episodes as prot of a
progressive regional Cretaceous-Tertiary (120 Ma to 50 Ma) metamorphic event During
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this period two significant protracted dynamothennal events occurred between 120 and 90
Ma and between 90 and 70 Ma.
MID-CRETACEOUS AND OLDER STRUCTURES

In order to present structural data from the study area the gold belt has been divided
into five domains based upon unique geology, structural styles and physiography (Fig.
B2). Within each of these regions the structures are grouped by age and affmity of host
rock, and are plotted together with schematic cross sections (Figs. B3a-e). This approach is
used to highlight the temporal and structural differences associated with specific terranes,
both across and along strike in the belt
The geological architecture along the western flank of the Coast Mountains is the
result of mid-Cretaceous (and older ?) contraction and west-vergent folding. The oldest
structures are best exposed in "foreland" rocks of the Gravina belt on Douglas Island where
the effects of subsequent defonnation are minimal. Structures of probable mid-Cretaceous
age occur within Taku and YTT equivalent rocks as well, however, toward the east the
older fabrics (S 1 and S2) become increasingly difficult to delineate due to overprinting by
younger fabrics.

SllSo Fabrics-F1 Folds
SllSo fabrics are defmed by bedding/slaty cleavage displayed within Gravina belt
rocks on northern Douglas Island. Within fold hinges bedding (So) can be distinguished
from slaty cleavage (S 1) which is axial planar to F1 folds. However, due to the difficulty in
distinguishing these fabrics it is most practical to defme the early fabric as S 1/So. S IISo
fabrics generally strike northwesterly and dip shallowly to moderately northeast except
where locally folded.
Within Gravina rocks most of the mesoscopic folding is confmed to phyllitic layers.
Folds of similar style (Ramsay and Huber, 1987) are overturned to the west-southwest.
Megascopic folds have been mapped with wavelengths up to 50 m in Gravina and Taku
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Figures B3a-e, Equal area, lower hemisphere stereoplots of S2, S3', CSZ, F2 fold axes
and elongation lineations along cross sections 1 to 5. Gr, Gravina belt; Tk, Taku Terrane;
Jd, Jualin diorite; Wr, Wrangellia; ¥IT, Yukon Tanana terrane equivalent rocks; Tn,
tonalite; Kg, Cretaceous intrusive. Solid circles = poles to foliation; open boxes = fold
axes; closed boxes elongation lineations.
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Figure B3a, (Ia) S2 foliations (GC = 307°, 83°), F2 fold axes in Gravina rocks. (lb) S2
foliations of chlorite shears (GC =322°, 88°; 162°,57°), and (1f) elongation lineations in
Jualin Diorite. (lc) S2 foliations (GC = 322°, 60°), and F2 fold axes and (lg) elongation
lineations in Wrangellia basalts. (ld) S2 foliations (GC =327°, 86°), F2 fold axes and (lh)
elongation lineations in YTT-equivalent rocks. (lh) Coast Shear zone (CSZ) foliations and
(lh) fold axes in tonalite.
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elongation lineations in Taku terrane rocks. (2c) S3' foliations in the Fanshaw fault zone.
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Figure B3c, (3a) S2 foliations (GC =315°, 61°), F2 fold axes and (3h) elongation
lineations in Gravina rocks. (3b) S3' foliations (GC = 313°, 58°), associated fold axes and
(3i) elongation lineations in the Fanshaw fault zone. (3c) S2 foliations GC = 348°, 52°;
310°,87°), F2 fold axes and (3j) elongation lineations in Taku rocks. (3d) S3' foliations
(GC =312°, 90°), associated fold axes and (3k) elongation lineations in the Sumdum fault
zone. (3e) S2 foliations (GC =358°, 51°), F2 fold axes and (3f) elongation lineations in
YTT-equivalent rocks. (3f) CSZ foliations (GC =358°, 43°) in YTT-equivalent rocks. (3g)
CSZ foliations and elongation lineations (3m) in tonalite and YTT equivalent rocks.
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foliations (GC =314°,84°) and (4h) elongation lineations in tonalite.
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rocks. Wavelengths to at least 30 m occur within rocks of the Taku terrane. Gehrels (this
volume) has noted the presence of a large anticline of TIiassic basalt in the Bemers Bay
region with an associated syncline in Gravina rocks. The wavelength of this fold is
approximately 1500 m. Fold styles are generally open in Gravina rocks on northern
Douglas Island and tight to isoclinal along eastern Douglas Island and northward near
Bemers Bay. To the east in the Taku terrane F1 folds become increasingly difficult to
identify because of the abundance of F2 structures.
S2 FabIics - F2 Folds
The dominant fabric displayed throughout the Juneau gold belt in Gravina, Taku
and YTT-equivalent rocks is a penetrative foliation (S2). S2 is axial planar to F2 folds and
locally dermes a crenulation cleavage. In greenschist grade rocks near Juneau S2 fabrics
occur at a high angle to S1 fabrics which are preserved within helicitic biotite
porphyroblasts (Fig. B4). S2 fabrics form cleavage fans within hinge regions of F2 folds
and refraction between layers of differing competency is common. Deformation styles of
sedimentary and volcanic clasts within the S2 fabric (discussed below) are interpreted to
indicate that S2 is also the flattening plane. Locally the S2 fabric has been activated as a slip
surface. Mica fish and asymmetric pressure shadows around garnet porphyroblasts indicate
that the latest movement during S2 development was right-lateral reverse.
The S2 fabric strikes northwest and dips moderately to steeply northeast Figures
3a-e show representative cross sections through each of the five regions in the belt. On a
regional scale changes in dip of >40° occur within the S2 fabric from the northern to
southern ends of the gold belt. S2 foliation strikes northwest and dips moderately to steeply
northeast between Bemers Bay and Juneau (Figs. B3a-c). South of Juneau S2 strikes
northwesterly and dips to the northeast, yet dips steepen to subvertical near Holkham Bay.
From Holkham Bay southward steep southwest dips are common (Figs. B3d-e).
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Figure B4, Microphoto of helicitic biotite with S IISo fabric. Field of view is 2 mm.
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Megascopic F2 folds are common within all of the lithotectonic units of the Juneau
gold belt. Five kIn south of Juneau, tight F2 folds deform Fl folds in Gravina rocks.
Megascopic folding in the region was fIrst recognized by Forbes (1959) in what are now
interpreted to be YTI-equivalent and Taku terrane rocks near Juneau. Wavelengths of folds
are on the order of 500 m and amplitudes exceed 800 m. Numerous mesoscopic F2 folds
are present which are sympathetic to the larger structures (Fig. B5). Axial planes strike
northwesterly and dip moderately to steeply to the northeast throughout the belt Fold axes
display variable plunges (Figs. B3a-e), however, three main plunges occurs to the
northwest, northeast, and southeast. During this study a continuation of this fold belt was
mapped southwards to Port Snettisham where tight to isoclinal southwest-vergent folds
occur.
F2 fold styles vary throughout the gold belt. Based upon T-Alpha plots of
mesoscopic F2 folds in the Taku terrane near Juneau, fold styles approximate class 2
similar folds and class 3 folds (Fig. B6) (Ramsay and Huber, 1987). To the east, within
more highly strained YTT-equivalent rocks, non-cylindrical minor folds occur which
display sheath-type geometries (Cobbold and Quinquis, 1980). In the Holkham Bay area a
series of folds in phyllite of the Taku terrane occur and contain axes which have been
attenuated parallel to the structural grain of the region in a northwesterly direction (Fig.
B7). In this area fold axes and elongation lineations plunge between 08° northwest and 05°
southeast. Such folds with subhorizontal axes have been mapped in the Taku terrane
between Windham Bay and Taku Inlet. The variable fold styles across and along strike can
be attributed to strain partitioning during mid-Cretaceous thrusting.

S3 Fabrics - F3 Folds
The S3 fabric is a spaced crenulation cleavage oriented parallel to the axial plane of
F3 folds and crosscuts the S2 fabric by -45°. F3 folds display southwest-dipping axial
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Figure B5, Photo of mesoscopic F2 folds.
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Figure B6, T-Alpha plot showing fold styles measured in the study area (dotted curves),
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Figure B7, Photo of F2 folds with attenuated orogen-parallel axes.
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surfaces and have moderately southeast plunging axes. Interlimb angles range between
100° and 130°. Mesoscopic F3 folds were only observed within competent rocks which
locally detached from less competent layers and were subsequently buckled.
The S1 and S2 fabrics described above are interpreted to be the same as those noted
by Himmelberg and others (1984) and Bauer and others (1988). Thus the SI deformational
event could be related to metamorphism between 120 and 90 Ma, followed by S2 and S3
fabric development between 90 and 70 Ma. These events are encompassed by the Ml to
M5 metamorphic events of Brew and others (1989). In the Holkham Bay region Stowell
and Hooper (1990) defined four tectonic zones on the basis of differences in structural style
and metamorphic texture. The oldest fabric they describe is S 1. Their S 1 and S2 fabrics
correlate with S l/So and S2 described in this study. They did not describe an S3 fabric.
Elongation Lineations
Mineral elongation lineations interpreted to be associated with mid-Cretaceous
contractional events are preserved within rocks of the Gravina belt and Taku terrane. The
relative timing of this event is based on the observation that the mid-Cretaceous thrust faults
crosscut and locally transpose the S2 fabric and associated elongation lineations. Lineations
within amphibolite and greenschist grade rocks are defined by amphibole and quartz grains.
Elongate quartz grains occur within prehnite-pumpellyite grade rocks. Figures B3a-e show
mineral elongation lineations collected from the five domains of this study. Orientations of
elongation lineations help constrain the stretching direction. In the Juneau gold belt mineral
elongation lineations generally defme a northeasterly to subvertically plunging stretching
direction. However, overprinting of mid-Cretaceous linear fabrics by younger structures of
the Coast shear zone (discussed below) may have modified the orientations of elongation
lineations within the rocks adjacent to the tonalite sills (Figs. B3a-e).
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Strain Analysis From Deformed Clasts
An attempt to characterize the flnite strain ellipsoid associated with the midCretaceous and older deformational events throughout the belt was carried out by analyzing
clasts within conglomerate and agglomerate layers. Regardless of the initial geometries of
the clasts, these observations can be used to constrain the minimum amount of elongation
which the clasts would have enjoyed, and also to give a sense of the bulk strain within the
rocks (Hoosak, 1968). Because the clasts lie in the S2 foliation, it is assumed that pebble
deformation was associated with S2 fabric development. The principal axes of 201 clasts
were recorded from rocks of the Gravina, Taku a'1d Yukon Tanana terranes and plotted on
a Flinn diagram (Ramsay and Huber, 1983) (Fig. B8). The clasts plot within the field of
apparent flattening and are characterized by k values (Rxy - llRyz - 1) between 0 < k < 1.
Similar styles of flattening strains were found further to the east in the tonalite sills by
Hutton and Ingram (1992), and to the west in the Gravina belt (Haeussler, 1992). While no
attempt was made to characterize the magnitude of the strain it is interesting to note that
relative amounts of strain varied signillcantly along strike, as evidenced by Rxz ratios of
the clasts ranging between 20 and 40.
An estimate for the orientation of the strain ellipsoid during mid- to Late Cretaceous
deformation can be made from the principal axes of the deformed clasts. Figure B9 depicts
the configurations of the fmite strain axes defmed by the maxima of the clast axes at sample
sites throughout the belt The X-Y plane of the strain ellipsoid strikes northerly to
northwesterly and dips moderately to steeply northeastward throughout the belt except near
Windham Bay where steep westward dips occur. This orientation is compatible with eastnortheast to west-southwest contraction. Although the strike of the X-Y plane (S2) is fairly
consistent throughout the belt, there are slight variations in the plunges of the X-axes along
strike. Perhaps the most enigmatic clast orientation is within the Jualin conglomerate where
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Figure B8, Flinn diagram of stretched clasts showing the relation of the data collected in the
study area to the constriction and flattening fields.
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the long axes plunge steeply to the southwest. In all other cases the X-axes plunge
moderately to steeply into the southeast quadrant (Fig. B9).
Analyses of deformed clasts provide constraints on the symmetry and orientation of
strain throughout the belt. Although modifications of clast geometry and orientation by
subsequent deformations cannot be ruled out, the fact that the clasts are contained by the S2
fabric suggests that their deformation was mainly due to mid-Cretaceous events. The
geometries of the clasts are indicative of a flattening style of strain. Orientations of the Xaxes compared to the trends of elongation lineations show some disparity, yet defme a
deformational regime of steeply southeast- to northeast-plunging elongation. Although
slight differences in Z-axis orientation occur, resolution of the Z-axes with respect to the XY plane defmes a configuration of subhorizontal northeast to southwest contraction across
the belt.
MID-CRETACEOUS THRUST FAULTS
Numerous tectonic scenarios from megascopic folds to thrust slices have been
forwarded to explain the inverted stratigraphy along the western margin of the Coast
Mountains. Perhaps Some of the most defmitive evidence for the presence of thrust faults
is born out by U-Pb geochronologic work of Gehrels and others (1992) and Gehrels (this
volume). From this work individual lithologic panels are interpreted to be stratigraphically
upright and each panel youngs eastward. When these studies are combined with existing
faunal control, a picture emerges of an overall westward progression of younging, with
older lithologic units lying structurally above younger ones. Such a geometry led Gehrels
and others (1992) to suggest that discrete mappable rock packages are juxtaposed along a
series of westward vergent thrust faults. While further delineation of these structures is
needed, a thrust scenario seems to best fit the observed geologic relationships at the present
time. The age of the thrust faults in the Juneau region is constrained to between 105+/- 1
Ma and 91 +/- 2 Ma, and regionally to >-83 Ma (Gehrels, this volume). These structures
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are the northward continuation of the Coast Mountains thrust system described by
Crawford and others (1987) near Prince Rupert, Rubin and others (1990, 1992) in the
Ketchikan area, and McClelland and others (1992) in the Petersburg area
Thrust faults developed subsequent to, but probably progressive with the formation
of F1, F2 and F3 folds and associated fabrics. Within the Juneau gold belt the Fanshaw
and Sumdum thrust faults control the architecture of the region (Fig. B 1). Thrust faults
generally strike northwesterly and dip moderately to steeply northeastward (Figs. B3a-e).
At least five scenarios exist to explain their present high-angle geometries. The first
includes fault initiation during thin skinned deformation at low angles with subsequent
back-rotation as foreland vergent thrusts initiate (Huiqi and others, 1992). A second model
involves development of the faults in a root zone, near or below the ductile-brittle
transition. Under such conditions, assuming sub-horizontal contraction, 2-theta angles will
be obtuse and result in high-angle faults (Ramsay and Huber, 1987). Because some of the
faults in the Juneau gold belt involve high grade basement rocks, such a model may be
plausible. Thirdly, a component of oblique displacement across the belt could have led to
hybrid faults which display helicoidal or flower-type geometries. A fourth model is
suggested in which the west-vergent thrust system could have developed as a series of back
thrusts in response to eastward thrusting across the Canadian Cordillera during Cretaceous
time. Finally, the thrusts may have formed at shallow angles and subsequently rotated to
steep angles during uplift and movement on the Coast Shear zone. While the solutions to
such problems are fundamental to understanding the development of the Coast Mountains,
these issues are beyond the scope of this paper and all structures will be referenced with
respect to present day orientations.
Thrust faults in the Juneau gold belt are wide (5 to >400 m) zones of highly
strained rock which display evidence for both ductile and brittle deformation. In a few
regions thrust faults can be easily recognized on the surface. Field evidence for faults
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includes juxtaposition of rocks of distinctly different lithologies against each other along
with a shear induced foliation (S3') which is at an angle to the regional S2 fabric (Figs.
B3b-e). However, shear zone boundaries are gradual and angular discordances are rarely
apparent Additionally, fault zones are characterized by asymmetric fabrics, discrete latestage shear zones, and an abundance of foliation-parallel quartz veins.
Two exposures of the Fanshaw fault were investigated during this study. The most
continuous exposure is within a 1600 m drill hole beneath Gastineau Channel. Inspection
of the core revealed a zone >400 m wide of ductily and brittly deformed phyllonite and
chlorite schist (Miller and others, 1992). Quartz veins are ubiquitous throughout the shear
zone comprising 5-15% of the rock by volume. Pre-existing S1(?) fabrics have been folded
and disrupted by a series of ductile shears which display mylonitic fabrics (S3') that dip
moderately to steeply northeastward. Brittle fault zones up to a meter wide contain angular
quartz vein fragments, wallrock fragments, and graphitic gouge. Where re-orientation of
the core could be accomplished, fold axes were observed to trend sub-horizontally and
associated elongation lineations plunge down-dip. These relations are interpreted to indicate
that the dominant sense of displacement was dip-slip, and that little transposition due to
subsequent strike-slip movement had occurred. However, at least some Tertiary fluid flow
and deformation was localized within the fault zone as evidenced by sheared muscovite in
the drill core from which an 40Ar_39Ar date of -51 Ma was obtained (L.W. Snee,
personnel communication, 1993). This date clearly post-dates the regional event of 65-61
Ma obtained from an 40Ar_39Ar date on biotite within undeformed mafic volcanics outside
of the shear zone.
Four miles north of Juneau the Fanshaw fault is exposed within a creek bottom
where infolded black phyllite and chloritic phyllonite can be mapped for -70 m along
strike. The shear zone strikes 298° and dips -50°-70° northeastward. Axes of minor folds
within the shear zone plunge sub-horizontally in a northwest-southeast direction.
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Elongation lineations defined by quartz grains and pressure shadows around pyrite in
chlorite schist plunge down-dip and have trends of between 051 °-076°. Orientation of
kinematic indicators from the surface exposure of the Fanshaw fault are consistent with
those interpreted from drill hole and reveal a northeast to southwest sense of shear.
Deformation was preferentially partitioned into the footwaU zones of the thrust
faults and is manifested by several moderately northeast-dipping thrust faults in Gravina
belt rocks. Displacements of several meters in a northeast to southwest direction can be
observed on nOlthern Douglas Island. Fault zones consist of discrete carbonaceous shears
up to 0.5 m thick within which folded and boudinaged quartz veins are common. Similar
relations occur in Gravina rocks north of Juneau where several subhorizontal thrust faults
were mapped which offset the S1/So fabric. Slickenlines on quartz veins within the thIUSts
trend between 045°-050°. Shear steps as well as rotated fabric are interpreted to indicate a
top to the southwest sense of displacement.
Along the eastern edge of the Juneau gold belt the Sum dum fault juxtaposes highgrade siliciclastic rocks of probable ¥IT affmity over mfuine volcanics and sediments of
the Taku terrane (Gehrels, this volume). Surface exposures of the Sum dum fault occur
along the northern shore ofTaku Inlet, on Sheep mountain behind Juneau, and in Holkham
Bay. Structural relationships observed within the Sumdum fault exhibit similar senses of
shear as those in the Fanshaw fault zone. Where exposed the Sum dum fault is a relatively
narrow (10-30 m wide) zone of high strain.

In Taku Inlet the Sumdum fault is exposed in a 4 m wide wave-cut nook along
tidewater (Fig. B10). The shear zone itself displays a well developed penetrative fabric
(S3') which strikes northwest, dips vertically and crosscuts S2 by -40° (Fig. B3c). At this
location mid-Paleozoic felsic metavolcanic rocks of the Yukon Tanana terrane are thrust
westward against Triassic carbonaceous phyllitic rocks of the Taku terrane revealing a
sharp lithologic and age contrast. The S3' fabric contains mineral elongation lineations
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Figure B10, Photo of Sumdum fault in Taku Inlet.
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which plunge moderately northwest, southeast, and subvertically. Several 1-3 cm thick,
foliation parallel, quartz veins occur throughout the zone (5-10% by volume). Boudinage
and recrystalization of the veins attest to their pre- or syn-deformational emplacement A
series of moderately to steeply (50°-60°) west- and east-dipping shears crosscut the
penetrative S3' fabric. These shears are spaced several cm's apart Although no measurable
offset could be determined, asymmetric fabrics indicate a reverse sense of shear.
A series of easterly dipping thrust faults, which are sympathetic to the Sumdum
fault, occur within its immediate footwall in Holkham Bay. A 300 m wide section of
interlayered volcanic agglomerate, limestone, black phyllite, and massive greenstone occurs
as thmst slices which strike northwesterly and dip -60° northeastward. Shear zones are
localized near, and are oriented subparallel with, contacts between the greenstone/phyllite
(Taku terrane) and phyllite/marble (Yukon Tanana terrane) units. Associated shear fabrics

(S3') are interpreted to be similar to the S2+SB fabrics described by Stowell and Hooper
(1990). Mineral elongation lineations on foliation surfaces and striations within the shear
zones trend 075° to 105°. Asymmetric fabrics and lithological offsets are interpreted to
indicate a reverse sense of displacement.
Cross-cutting relationships between structures within the Fanshaw and Sumdum
thrust faults, and the pre-existing fabrics are interpreted to indicate that thrust faulting
followed at least two earlier deformational events. A progressive, northeast to southwest
directed contractional simple shear event is compatible with the vergences of folds, trends
of linear elements, and senses of displacement observed along the mid-Cretaceous
structures as well as within the thrust faults.
COAST SHEAR ZONE
Mid-Cretaceous and older structures are overprinted along the northeast side of the
gold belt by a steeply dipping foliation and locally well-developed mineral elongation
lineation associated with the Coast shear zone (CSZ) (Gehrels and McClelland, 1988;
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McClelland and others, 1992; Gehrels and others, 1992). The age of these L-S fabrics is
constrained by the fa(:t that they crosscut structures associated with the mid-Cretaceous
thrusts, and by their presence within the latest Cretaceous-Paleocene (71 to 59 Ma, Gehrels
and others, 1991) tonalite sills. The Coast shear zone extends from north of Bemers Bay
(Gehrels, this volume), southward to the region east of Petersburg (McClelland and others,
1992), and into Canada near Prince Rupert (Crawford and Crawford, 1991). Locally the
Coast shear zone constitutes portions of the Coast Range lineament of Twenhofel and
Sainsbury (1958) and the Coast Range Megalineament of Brew and Ford (1978).
In the Juneau gold belt area the Coast shear zone is more or less coincident with the

location of the tonalite sills (Fig. B2). Orientations of fabrics in the Coast shear zone are
shown in five locations where moderately to steeply dipping fabrics crosscut Cretaceous (?)
fabrics (Figs. B3 (a-e». Notable features include the more northerly strike of the CSZ
fabric compared to the older fabrics and the tight clustering of down-dip elongation
lineations. Similar geometrical relations were noted by McClelland and others (1992) in the
Petersburg region. While the Coast shear zone can be broadly characterized as a zone of
reverse displacement, several workers have noted the possibility of normal displacements
(Gehrels and McClelland, 1988; McClelland and others, 1992), as well as strike-slip
displacements (Stowell and Hooper, 1990). Structural relations at various outcrops in the
Holkham Bay area, observed in this study, have been interpreted to indicate that at least
some of the structures which display conflicting kinematic information may be the result of
pure shear deformation.
In the Holkham Bay region, -10 m west of the tonaliteIYTT contact, several ductile

shear zones occur which display east-side-down displacement based upon asymmetric
fabrics within sills of tonalite. Further investigations in the area during this study led to the
identification of several sets of conjngate shears which strike northwesterly and dip steeply
to the northeast and southwest The sense of displacement was determined to have been
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east-side-up along the easterly-dipping shears, and east-side-down along the westerly
dipping shears (Fig. B11). Mutually cross-cutting relations indicate that these shear zones
were synchronous in their development The fact that some of the shears are filled by
tonalite constrain their development to coeval with the Late Cretaceous/early Tertiary
tonalite sills.
Conflicting senses of displacement were also noted along ductile shears which
display strike-slip displacement A right-lateral sense of displacement along ductile shears
was noted by Stowell and Hooper (1990) in the Holkham Bay area. Mapping during this
study revealed zones of mesoscopic ductile shears with right-lateral as well as left-lateral
displacement (Fig. B 11). The sense of displacement along each shear proved to be
predictable based upon orientation. As shown in figure B 11, shear zones oriented between
320°-010° display a right-lateral sense of displacement, and those oriented between 305°310° display a left-lateral sense of shear.
Based upon these structural relations deformation was likely accommodated by pure
shear with a small amount of simple shear resulting in asymmetric fabrics. Recent structural
studies by Hutton and Ingram (1992), on the tonalite sills between Skagway and Prince
Rupert, have led them to a similar conclusion in which the sills formed during a period of
predominantly pure shear deformation with a minor, yet significant component of east-sideup simple shear. The structural configuration outlined above is compatible with the infen-ed
stress regime of east-northeast to west-southwest or northeast to southwest contraction as
postulated for the mid-Cretaceous events. Slight rotations of the stress axes likely occurred
as deformation progressed due to exhumation or to changes in the far-field stress regime.
The extent to which fabrics of the Coast shear zone were imparted on the host rocks
west of the tonalite sills is difficult to determine. Well developed fabrics of the Coast shear
zone occur in the country rocks up to 1 km west of the tonalite sills (Figs. B3a-b).
However, shearing of uncertain relation to the CSZ which post-dates S2, S3 and S3'
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Figure B 11, Schematic block diagram and stereo plot of conj ugate ductile shears along the
western margin of the tonalite sills. Solid circles = poles to shears; open boxes = poles to
average shear orientation.
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fabrics occurs throughout the metamorphic package. Hooper and others (1990) cited
evidence for a series of late metamorphic, reverse shear zones which contain retrograde
minerals within Taku and YTT-equivalent rocks near Juneau. They interpret a reverse sense
of shear based upon asymmetric fabrics from thin sections. The shear zones strike
northwest and dip moderately to steeply northeast, parallel to the regional structural grain.
Their orientation is presumably controlled by the lithologic packages. Based upon the
presence of lower grade minerals in the shears compared to the surrounding rocks, Hooper
and others (1990) interpret the timing to be related to a late stage of the 70-60 Ma
metamorphic event, or the M5' of Brew and others (1989). Such a timing is compatible
with CSZ development and indicates that shearing related to the CSZ is manifested by
discrete retrograde shears several kms away from the main shear zone.
AURIFEROUS VEIN EVENT
Following the mid-Cretaceous and Late CretaceouslPaleocene contractional events
was an episode of Eocene (-56.5-52.8 Ma) faulting and coincident fluid release along the
entire 160-km length of the Juneau gold belt (Goldfarb and others, 1991; Miller and others,
in review). The vein event was manifested by a series of low sulfide gold-quartz vein
deposits hosted by ductile-brittle and bdttle shear zones. The source of the mineralizing
fluids has been interpreted to be derived from metamorphic fluids at temperatures between
280°-350°C and pressures of >4 kb (Goldfarb and others, 1988). The middle Eocene has
also been described as a time of rapid exhumation (1-2 mm/yr) along the western margin of
the Coast Mountains (Hollister, 1982; Crawford and others, 1987). Near Ketchikan,
Crawford and others (1987) cite metamorphic data to support the hypothesis that much of
the western margin was exhumed through the 300°C isotherm at -55 Ma. Because such
temperatures are inferred to also have been the mineralizing temperatures of the gold veins
(Goldfarb and others, 1988), some workers have suggested that the dates of mineralization
may reflect thermal re-setting and not initial vein emplacement However, the auriferous
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quartz veins clearly crosscut the S2 and S3 fabrics. 40Ar/39Ar ages of muscovites from
veins from five of the major deposits in the belt confirm this observation and revealed that
much of the vein emplacement occurred between 56 and 55 Ma (Goldfarb et al., 1991).
Additional isotopic dates from throughout the gold belt indicate that veining was cyclic
between about 56 and 53 Ma (Miller and others, in review). 40Ar/39 Ar ages from biotite
of 58-57 Ma collected from metamorphosed sedimentary rocks within the footwall of the
Sum dum fault south of Holkham Bay, as well as from the Jualin Diorite, indicate that rocks
in the Taku terrane and Gravina belt were cooled below about 280 0 C at least 1 m.y. prior
to vein emplacement Between the AJ and Treadwell deposits, biotite in greenstone yielded
an 40Ar/39 Ar age of 62 Ma (L.W. Snee, personnel communication, 1993). Finally,
homogenization temperatures from fluid inclusions from the veins indicate that Kensington
veins formed at -350° C, and the remainder of the deposits formed between -300°-325° C.
These temperatures are equivalent to the blocking temperature of muscovite. Therefore, the
veins never experienced post-crystallization temperatures greater than -300-350°C. Thus,
the apparent ages of the veins are interpreted to reflect ages of vein crystallization and not
cooling ages.
At the regional scale a significant geometrical relationship of these deposits is their
occurrence within a -5-8 km wide zone along the 160-km strike of the belt (Twenhofel and
Sainsbury, 1958). Vein deposits can be found in all of the lithotectonic terranes as well as
in rocks of the tonalite sills. Of the nearly 210 tonnes of gold produced in the belt, 50% of
the gold production has come from veins hosted by phyllite and metagabbro of the Taku
terrane and 48% has been recovered from veins within diorites of the Gravina belt The
remainder has been produced from small prospects in other host rocks.
Vein systems are controlled by 1st, 2nd and 3rd order structures (Miller and
Gehrels, 1991). On the megascopic scale the vein/shear systems are preferentially located
in the footwalls of both of the Fanshaw and Sum dum thrust faults. The largest vein
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systems occur within rock bodies which are relatively more competent than their
surrounding hosts. While the bulk of the vein deposits occur below the thrust faults, a few
are hosted by shears within YTf-equivalent rocks located structurally above the Sumdurn
fault.
Second order systems are defmed by deposit scale vein swarms or individual veins.
These vein/shear systems have lengths of -lO's to 100's of meters. Locally mineralized
vein swarms may extend for -4.5 krn along strike such as at the AJ mine (Miller and
others, 1992). Individual veins range from a few cm's to >1 m in width. Widths of vein
systems throughout the belt range from -1 m up to 200 m. The larger vein swarms, which
have yielded 98% of the district's gold production, are hosted by north westerly striking
lodes. Three dominant orientations of second order vein structures occur (Fig. BI2). The
most abundant vein set strikes northwest to northerly and dips moderately to steeply
northeast and southwest Veins within the northwest-striking systems generally strike 10°_
20° more northerly than the regional S2 fabric and dip more steeply. A second vein set
strikes east-northeast and dips subvertically. The third set consists of moderately (0°-30°)
easterly dipping veins which are hosted by thrust faults. Such vein systems consist of
massive quartz up to 2 m thick. Striations on slickenside surfaces along these vein margins
plunge moderately to the east-northeast.
Third order vein systems occur within second order structures and are easily
delineated by mapping at scales of 1:240 or larger. These structures are characterized by
three orientations of veins (Fig. B12 stereonet): 1) northwest-striking veins which are
sympathetic in orientation to second order structures, 2) east-northeast striking shear zones
which consist of en-echelon right-stepping veins oriented subparallel to the trend of the
zone, and 3) subhorizontal to shallowly west- and east-dipping veins contained within
northerly trending systems. Locally an apparent vein paragenesis can be determined,
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however, regional studies (Miller and others, in review) indicate that the veins are mutually
crosscutting and essentially synchronous.
Vein Morphology, Sense of Shear and Internal Vein Textures
Northwest-striking veins display unique post-mineralization kinematic indicators.
Slickensides, shear steps, asymmetric fabrics along vein walls, and shear zones which
crosscut veins offer an opportunity to asses the style of post-mineralization deformation.
Northwest-striking and easterly-dipping veins display striations on slickenside surfaces
which plunge moderately to the northeast Associated shear steps are interpreted to indicate
a reverse right-lateral sense of shear. Where sheared margins of chlorite schist or
carbonaceous phyllite layers are present asymmetric fabrics show reverse right-lateral
displacement histories along northwest-striking veins. Finally, flattening and boudinage of
auriferous veins indicate that northeast to southwest contraction and steeply plunging
elongation occurred across the zone after mineralization. East-northeast striking veins also
display remarkably uniform post-mineralization kinematic histories along the entire length
of the belt In all cases the east-northeast striking veins contain slickenslines which plunge
moderately east-northeast or west-southwest. Offset host rock fabrics, shear steps along
slickensides, and the right-stepping geometry of individual veins within the shear zones are
interpreted to indicate that left-lateral displacement occurred along the east-northeast striking
structures.
Certain vein orientations also have characteristic internal textures. Veins which
strike northwest and dip steeply southwest at the AJ mine contain iron-carbonate fibers
which are oriented -70° to their walls (Miller and others, 1992). Also at the AJ mine
northwest-striking veins which dip steeply northeast contain fibers oriented -20°-30° to
their margins. East-northeast striking veins are straight-walled and often contain euhedral
quartz crystals as open-space fillings. Sub-horizontal to shallowly dipping veins found
throughout the belt contain quartz and carbonate fibers oriented perpendicular to their walls.
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Open-space filling of tensional voids is further supported by euhedral quartz crystals which
preferentially occur within sub-horizontal zones of low-angle veins. These internal textures
support a structural model in which the extension axis was oriented sub-vertically or
plunged steeply to the east or southeast Contraction, assumed to have been sub-parallel to
the maximum principal stress axis, was aligned in a northeast-southwest direction.
DEFORMATION REGIME DURING AND AFfER VEINING
K-Ar and 40Ar_ 39Ar studies conducted by Goldfarb and others (1991) and Miller
and others (in review) have revealed that the major vein deposits in the gold belt formed
during a hydrothermal event which lasted from -56.5 to -52.8 Ma. The geometries of the
auriferous vein systems in concert with absolute age constraints offer a unique opportunity
to obtain a snapshot of the strain/stress configuration during Eocene time along the western
margin of the Coast Mountains.
Pre-vein fabrics, fold vergence and the trend of elongation lineations defme a
deformation configuration in which the Z-axis of the strain ellipsoid was oriented within
20° of horizontal in a northeast-southwest direction, and the X- and Y-axes were contained
in a plane oriented northwest-southeast. Assuming coaxial deformation, the maximum
compressive stress must have been oriented roughly northeast-southwest. However,
emplacement of the northwest-striking auriferous quartz veins, roughly perpendicular to the
axis of maximum compressive stress, is somewhat enigmatic. In such a deformational
regime Andersonian theory predicts that veins should be emplaced parallel to the maximum
principal stress (parallel to the Z-axis), and not perpendicular to it Three scenarios may
account for this apparent conflict in the theoretical failure theory versus empirical evidence.
Robert and Brown (1986) have noted the preference of mesothermal vein systems in the
Canadian Archean to be hosted by high-angle reverse faults (- 60° to sigma 1). While this
condition will not favor open fluid flow, it may facilitate fault-valve action which in tum
can enhance vein development (Sibson, 1981). A second model to explain non-
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Andersonian development of vein systems includes drastic rotations in either the local or
regional stress fields (Kerrich and Allison, 1978). In the Juneau gold belt such a scenario
would require a -90 degree rotation of the maximum compressive stress from a northeastsouthwest direction to a northwest-southeast direction. Such a regional change seems
unlikely given the geological history in the area. Eocene rhyolite dikes (Ford and Brew,
1987; Souther, 1971) south of Juneau in the Wright Glacier strike -050°. These dikes are

compatible with the stress configuration associated with earlier ductile deformation and
suggest that a drastic flip in the stress configuration did not occur dming the Eocene. A
more realistic model integrates the two aforementioned scenarios. Work by Engebretson
and others (1985), documented a change in the relative motions between the Pacific and
Kula plates with respect to North America which occurred about 55 Ma. Further
investigations by Lonsdale (1988) led to the identification of a change from orthogonal to
oblique subduction between the Kula and North American plates at -54-53 Ma (adjusted
after Can de and Kent, 1992). Prior to this change rocks in the Juneau gold belt experienced
contraction normal to their strike (east-northeast or northeast trending maximum
compressive stress) due to orthogonal subduction. Subsequent to the switch, relative plate
motions produced dextral transpression across the belt The timing of this change,
combined with the uniform age dates from auriferous veins in the Juneau gold belt led
Goldfarb and others (1991) to hypothesize that fluid release was genetically associated with
a rotation in the regional stress regime.
A change from normal contraction to transpression likely occurred during changes
in relative plate motions. Such a switch would still result in a geometry in which the

maximum compressive stress was -60°-80° from the strike of the main set of auriferous
veins. This geometry would not favor the northeast-southwest extension necessary for the
emplacement of northwesterly striking quartz veins. Fortunately, field evidence for this
mechanical conundrum exists. The answer may in part lie in the morphology and internal
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textures of the veins. As noted above veins which strike northwest and dip to the east
display laminated or sheeted textures and contain mineral fibers oriented at oblique angles
to their margins. Veins are often boudinaged or folded. These features are indicative of
emplacement of the veins within contractional shear zones. While such a configuration does
not fit Andersonian failure criteria, it does facilitate the build-up of fluid pressure leading to
subsequent vein formation (Sibson, 1981). East-northeast striking veins were likely
oriented close to the tensional plane. Sub-horizontal to shallowly dipping veins throughout
the gold belt contain mineral fibers oriented appropriately for a tensional origin. These
internal textures support a structural model in which extension occurred in a northwestsoutheast direction (intermediate principal stress) as well as sub-vertically (least principal
stress). Emplacement of the northwest-striking veins into shear zones may have occurred
due to a reduction in northeast-southwest (maximum principal stress) contraction associated
with changes in plate motions and/or exhumation.
BRITTLE STRIKE-SLIP FAULTING OF TERTIARY AGE
The aforementioned mid to Late Cretaceous through Tertiary structures have been at
least locally disrupted by north- to northwest-striking shear1J which are interpreted to be
related to motion along the Chatham Strait fault (Fig. Bl). The Chatham Strait fault is
thought to be part of the Denali fault which has had an estimated 350-400 kIn of dextral
offset (Lanphere, 1978; Nokleberg and others, 1985). Unfortunately, both magnitudes of
displacements and timing constraints on the Chatham Strait fault are difficult to reconcile.
Hudson and others, (1982) estimate 200 km of post-mid-Cretaceous dextral displacement
along the Chatham Strait fault in northern southeast Alaska. If this is the case where did the
other 200+ km of displacement go? Lanphere (1978) suggested that the unaccounted for
displacement was taken up on a series of strike-slip faults along the western margin of the
Coast Mountains. Another explanation is that the Chatham Strait fault has 350 km of
displacement rather than 150 km (Gehrels and others, 1983). However, within the Juneau
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gold belt significant strike-slip displacements have not been observed. The problematic
history of the Chatham Strait fault is compounded by the lack of age constraints. Working
in central Alaska (Noldeberg and others. 1985) and Hickman and others (1990) have
estimated the timing of displacement along the Denali fault to have been Paleocene. In
northem southeastem Alaska the age of displacement is less well known.
Evidence for a transpressional regime associated with dextral movement along the
Denali-Chatham Strait fault system can be found throughout the gold belt. The orientation
of structures predicted by the Riedel shear array are compatible with post-mid-Cretaceous
structures observed in the belt (Fig. B 13). Locally a penetrative fabric has developed within
graphitic zones parallel to the shears. In the Berners Bay area at the northern end of the
Juneau gold belt a series of meso scopic Riedel shears displace earlier S2 fabrics. At the AJ
mine near Juneau the east-west striking Silverbow fault offsets mineralization (-56-53 Ma)
in a left-lateral sense -540 meters. The Silverbow fault is interpreted to be an R' shear in
the Riedel array. Perhaps the best constraints on the ages of displacements in the Juneau
gold belt region are from studies near Haines (Gehrels, this volume) where splays of the
Chatham Strait fault offset a tonalite-granodiorite suite suspected to be -59 Ma. A minimum
age of displacement on another strand of the Chatham Strait fault is constrained by the 57
Ma Burro Creek pluton which stiches the fault (Gehrels, this volume). However, if the
antithetic east-west striking Riedel shears (Le. Silverbow fault) are related to the Chatham
Strait fault system then deformation continued to at least post -53 Ma Two additional lines
of evidence support a model whereby deformation continued into the Eocene. First,
numerous auriferous quartz veins (56-53.5 Ma) have been deformed and show evidence
for post mineralization dextral-reverse shear. Second, 40Ar39 Ar analyses from muscovite
contained within a post-S2 shear in the mid-Cretaceous Fanshaw fault zone yielded an age
of>51.8 Ma (L.W. Snee, personal communication, 1993).
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Based upon these relations a likely scenario is that a change from normal to oblique
contraction occurred with the initiation of the Chatham Strait and sympathetic faults during
PaleocenelEocene time in the Juneau gold belt region. Major strike-slip displacements
inboard of the main Chatham Strait fault have not been observed to date. Nonetheless, the
change from normal contraction to transpression during Paleocene/Eocene time had a
profound effect on the structural development of the region at the megascopic as well as
mesoscopic scale and may have been genetically linked to the emplacement of the
auriferous quartz veins.
TECTONIC PARAGENESIS AND STRAIN EVOLUTION

In an attempt to determine the deformation path along which the Juneau gold belt
evolved an effort was made to describe the style of deformation associated with each event
Obviously, characterization of the strain cannot be too rigorous due to superposed
deformations, the lack of adequate strain markers, and the likely event of significant
volume change during the various events. Nonetheless, the geological elements unique to
each deformational event can be used to defme a tectonic paragenesis. Deformational styles
associated with structures assigned to mid-Cretaceous and older events imparted several
fabrics (SolS 1, S2, S3) which where modified and/or overprinted by subsequent events.
Although variations in the orientations of fabrics occur, the dominant northwest-striking
and northeast-dipping structural grain which developed at this time has persisted until the
present. Analyses of defonned pebbles, which were deformed during S2 development,
reveal a flattening style of strain along the belt. The Z-axis is interpreted to have been
oriented within 20° of horizontal in a northeast-southwest or east-northeast - westsouthwest direction and extension (X-axis) was steeply easterly plunging.
Mid-Cretaceous thrust faults developed which locally formed a penetrative ductile
fabric (S3'). Timing constraints in the region indicate that the faults were active between
105 and 91 Ma. In general the Sum dum fault dips at a slight angle to the enclosing rocks
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(2°_40°), usually more steeply. Near Juneau, where the best exposure of the Fanshaw fault
could be found, dips range from 51° to 68°, and average -58° to the northeast. Based upon
crosscutting relations and kinematic indicators, thrust faulting post-dated, but was
progressive with earlier fabric development. A similar style of strain and northeast to
southwest sense of shear occurred during all mid-Cretaceous and older events.

In the Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary, a suite of tonalite sills were emplaced
synchronously with development of the Coast shear zone. Timing of the Coast shear zone
in the Juneau gold belt is constrained by pluton ages between -72 and -58 Ma (Gehrels and
others, 1991). The overall sense of shear in the tonalite was east-side-up, however, synintrusive shear fabrics mapped during this study indicate that a significant amount of pure
shear was associated with tonalite emplacement and ductile deformation.
A widespread auriferous vein event occurred along the entire length of the Juneau
gold belt during a relatively short period (56.5-52.8 Ma) in Eocene time (Goldfarb and
others, 1991; Miller and others, in review). Gold-quartz veins clearly crosscut the midCretaceous and older fabrics. On a regional scale the veins are spatially associated with
fractured zones adjacent to the Fanshaw and Sumdum thrust faults. Three dominant
orientations of second order structures are present which host auriferous veins. These
include; 1) a northwest-striking and steeply dipping set, 2) an east-northeast-striking and
subvertically dipping set, and 3) a northwest-striking and shallowly northeast-dipping set
At the deposit scale three sets of third order veins occur which mimic or are sub-parallel to
the orientations of the second order structures. Geometries of the veins combined with
morphologies and internal textures are interpreted to indicate that the deformation regime
during mineralization was similar to previous events. However, a relaxation in contraction
across the belt due to changes in the far-field tectonic stresses may have facilitated
fracturing and fluid flow.
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The change in far-field plate motions may have initiated development of the
transpressive Denali-Chatham Strait fault system. Structural relations indicate that although
significant Tertiary dextral displacements have not occurred within the gold belt, after -53
Ma a transpressive regime existed throughout the region. Flattened auriferous veins and
fabric relations within shear zones indicate that contraction was still at a high angle to the
northwesterly trend of the region during transpression.
CONCLUSIONS
Five progressive deformational events of mid-Cretaceous to Eocene age are
recorded in rocks of the Juneau gold belt (Fig. B14). Magmatic activity punctuated various
events, but did not greatly affect the regional structures. The pervasive northwesterly
striking structural grain of the Juneau gold belt is testament to the relatively uniform
defornlation regime which existed from> 105 Ma to <55 Ma along the western margin of
the Coast Mountains. Individual deformation episodes were manifested by unique
structures, yet each is compatible with a similar stress/strain configuration. During the midCretaceous folding and thrusting events the Z-axis was oriented sub-horizontally, trending
in a easterly to northeasterly direction. Present day orientations of transport indicators
suggest that displacement and elongation was east to west along a steeply plunging X-axis.
Late Cretaceous to Paleocene deformation associated with the Coast shear zone was
accommodated by a significant amount of pure shear, although east-side-up displacement
also occurred. By Eocene time the western margin of the Coast Mountains was
experiencing rapid exhumation along with a change in the far field stress regime. A
decrease in the regional compressive stress across the Juneau gold belt may have favored
fracturing and fluid flow resulting in extensive auriferous gold vein deposits. In the
Eocene, and possibly beginning in the Paleocene, a transpressive regime was established
leading to the development of the Denali-Chatham Strait fault system. Significant
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transcurrent offsets are not found in the gold belt although contractional defonnation
continued after vein mineralization « -53 Ma).
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APPENDIX C: GENETIC LINKS AMONG FLUID CYCLING, VEIN FORMATION,
REGIONAL DEFORMATION, AND PLUTONISM IN THE JUNEAU GOLD BELT,
SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA
ABSTRACT
Gold-bearing quartz vein systems in the Juneau gold belt formed within a 160-lanlong by 5- to 8-km-wide zone along the western margin of the Coast Mountains, Alaska
Vein systems are spatially associated with shear zones adjacent to terrane-bounding, midCretaceous thrust faults. Analysis of vein orientations and sense of shear data define a
stress configuration with greatest and least principal axes oriented subhorizontally with
northeast-southwest trends and subvertically, respectively. This local stress configuration
is compatible with the far-field plate configuration during Eocene time. Isotopic ages of
vein formation indicate that fluid cycling occurred between 56.5 and ~52.8 Ma, and are
consistent with a genetic link between veining and a change in plate motion in early Eocene
time. Veining was also synchronous with the latter stages of rapid exhumation and
voluminous plutonism immediately inboard of the gold belt We propose a model in which
interacting tectonic events facilitated fault-valve action and vein development along now
exhumed shear zones .
. INTRODUCTION
Mesothermal gold-quartz veins provide some of the best fossil records of fluid
cycling. Various workers have investigated the mechanisms of fluid cycling and vein
development Robert and Brown (1986) described the mechanical relation between shear
and tensional veins on the ore- deposit scale. At a regional scale, Kerrich and Wyman
(1990) proposed a link between meso thermal vein deposits and accretionary tectonics. To
explain crustal hydraulics, Sibson (1981, 1990) and Sibson et al. (1988) developed the
fault-valve model for fluid flow and cited compelling evidence for a genetic link between
seismic activity and hydrothermal mineralization. Boullier and Robert (1992) substantiated
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the notion of significant fluid pressure fluctuations associated with veining based upon
microstructural and fluid inclusion studies of gold-quartz vein systems.
Most studies of Mesozoic and older mesothennal vein deposits have indicated a
long duration of hydrothermal activity. Geochronologic studies of vein deposits in
Canadian Archean rocks have indicated that hydrothennal activity at several deposits in the
Abitibi belt may have lasted over large time spans (up to 54 m.y.), on the basis of
40Ar/39Ar ages (Robert, 1990). Similarly, ages for Phanerozoic mesothennal vein
deposits have suggested relatively long-lived hydrothennal episodes (tens of millions of
years) in the Victoria region of Australia (Phillips, 1991), the Meguma terrane of eastern
Canada (Kontak et al., 1990), and the Mother Lode of California (Bohlke and Kistler,
1986).
Eocene vein deposits in the Juneau gold belt provide an opportunity to investigate
some of the youngest and best exposed mesothermal vein systems in the world. Located in
northern southeastern Alaska, the Juneau gold belt is centered about a series of deeply
exhumed fault zones that acted as fluid conduits for adjacent gold vein deposits. In contrast
to data from pre-Cenozoic gold systems, a short-lived (-1 m.y.) crustal-scale dewatering
event in the belt was described by Goldfarb et al. (1991) to explain the vein formation in
the Juneau gold belt. New isotopic ages, discussed below, indicate that this event occurred
over about 3-3.5 m.y. More importantly, the relations described herein provide insights
into the development of meso thermal vein systems and shed light on fluid-cycling
processes within deep contractional fault zones. We propose a model in which fluid flow
and gold deposition are temporally and genetically related to orogenic events in the forearc
of the Coast Mountains batholith.
GEOLOGY OF THE LODES
The Juneau gold belt consists of more than 200 gold-bearing quartz vein prospects
and mines in a 5 to 8-km-wide zone striking northwestward for approximately 160 Ian
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between the Kensington deposit south to the Sumdum Chief mine (Fig. C 1). Individual
deposits range from isolated veins of less than 1 m in width to vein systems up to 4 km in
length, 300 m in width, and at least 1-3lan in depth. Gold-bearing veins were formed at
250-350 oC, and at depths of >4 Ian from fluids believed to have been derived from
prograde metamorphic reactions (Goldfarb et aI., 1988, Goldfarb, unpublished). Two
deposits, the Alaska-Juneau and Treadwell, have been responsible for 90% of the 210
tonnes of gold produced from the belt since the 1880s.
Regional Setting
Veins in the Juneau gold belt are hosted by lithotectonic terranes that have been
juxtaposed against one another along a system of west-verging, mid-Cretaceous thrust
faults (Crawford et al., 1987; Gehrels et al., 1992; McClelland et al., 1992; Rubin et al.,
1990; and Gehrels, in review). Thrust faults strike northwesterly and dip moderately to
steeply eastward, with older rocks systematically thrust westward over younger rocks.
From the Coast Mountains batholith westward, mixed metasedimentary and metavolcanic
rock sequences include (1) Carboniferous and older rocks of the Yukon-Tanana terrane in
contact with Taku terrane rocks (Gehrels et aI., 1992); (2) Permian and Triassic rocks of
the Taku terrane that are in contact with Yukon-Tanana terrane rocks along the Sumdum
thrust fault (Gehrels et al., 1992); (3) Jurassic-Cretaceous rocks of the Gravina belt that are
separated from rocks of the Taku terrane by the Fanshaw fault (Fig. C1).
Rocks throughout the belt were regionally metamorphosed to prehnite-pumpellyite
facies during Cretaceous time. A Barrovian metamorphic event beginning about -70 Ma,
produced facies ranging from lower greenschist to upper amphibolite within the YukonTanana and Taku terranes (Forbes, 1959, Himmelberg et al., 1991). Several major
magmatic events also occurred between mid-Cretaceous and middle Eocene time. A suite of
-100 to 90 Ma diorite plutons was intruded into Gravina belt and Taku terrane rocks
throughout the gold belt. Sheetlike tonalite plutons were emplaced 5-10 km east of the gold
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belt between -71 and -59 Ma (Gehrels et al., 1991). The bulk of the intrusive suite in the
region, located 15 to 20 Ian east of the gold belt, includes undeformed granite and
granodiorite bodies that were emplaced between 55 and 48 Ma (Barker et al., 1986;
Gehrels et al., 1991; Snee unpublished data). Folding, thrust faulting, metamorphism, and
plutonism in the region are products of a progressive compressional event which continued
until late Paleocene-Eocene onset of dextral motion along the Denali-Chatham Strait fault
system (Gehrels, in review; Miller and Gehrels, in review).
Structural Relations of the Auriferous Veins
The structural grain of the region is defmed by a northwest-striking, moderately to
steeply northeast-dipping, penetrative foliation which developed during progressive
deformation between Cretaceous and Eocene time. The majority of the mineralized vein
systems in the gold belt strike northwestward. First-order structural controls on the veins
are the Fanshaw and Sumdum thrust faults (Fig. Cl), which in many places coincide with
a prominent topographic feature known as the Coast Range megalinearnent. Abundant
quartz and carbonate veins within the fault zones suggest that these structures acted as fluid
pathways. Second-order structures are defmed at the deposit scale and are characterized by
shear zones within 0.5 to 2 km of the Sumdum and Fanshaw faults. Third-order structures,
sympathetic to second-order structures (Fig. Cl), contain the gold-bearing veins. Thirdorder structures are composed of (1) shear veins, which strike northwest, dip steeply to the
northeast, contain moderately north-northeast plunging striations, and display evidence for
right-lateral reverse displacement; (2) hybrid veins, which are east-northeast-striking,
shear-tensional veins displaying shear steps indicative of left-lateral displacement and
which are present within right-stepping, en-echelon swarms, and (3) tension veins, which
dip gently to the west and east (Table Cl). Mutually cross cutting relationships among the
three vein types can be reconciled with a single regional stress regime in which the
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Deposit

Style*

Kensmgton Shear
Shear
Shear
Shear
Shear
Hybrid
Hybrid
Tension
Tension
Tension
Jualin

Treadwell
A1askaJuneau

*
Shear
Shear
Tension
Tension
Tension
Shear

Orientation
(strike, dip*)
3356,656
335°,65°
330°,60°
000°,61°
350°,65°
022°,47°
075°,85°
012°,32°; 180°,31°
000°, 25-35°

*
*

335°,61°
335°,65°
020°,25°

*
*

330°,60°

Apparent age 10'
(Ma)
iO.2
5604
54.2
55.0
55.3
54.0

5404
54.9
53.5
54.0
54.1
55.0 1
55.5 1
53.2
55.3
52.8
55.1 1
56.1 1

iO.l
iO.l
iO.l
iO.l
iOA
iO.2
±D. 1
±D. 1
iO.l
iO.3
iO.3
iO.l
iO.3
iO.l
iO.2
iO.3 .

Percent 39Ar
on plateau
242,3
67
87
57
94
60
73

72
62
60
79
82
663
78
332,3
102,3
87

54.2
iO.l
76
070°,75°
Hybrid
iO.2
95
Hybrid
075°,75°
Sumdum
55.1 1
Chief
Note: Apparent argon loss and apparent ages of an age spectrum step up from low- to hlghextraction temperature.
* Indicates unknown style or orientation.
1 Ages originally published in Goldfarb et aI. (1991).
2 Apparent age and percent 39Ar reflect the maximum date of higher temperature steps in
the age spectrum; therefore ages are minimum estimate.
3 Almarent argon loss.

Table C 1, 40Ar/39Ar age spectrum and structural data for hydrothennal muscovites of third
order veins.
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maximum principal stress was oriented subhorizontally in a northeast to southwest
direction, and the least principal stress was subvertical.
Age Relations of the Veins
Auriferous veins cut the regional metamorphic fabric and thus were emplaced after
the Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary Barrovian dynamothennal event 40Ar/39Ar ages of
muscovites from veins from five of the major deposits in the belt confIrm this observation
and reveal that much of the vein emplacement occurred between 56 and 55 Ma (Goldfarb
et al., 1991). Additional isotopic dates from the shear, hybIid, and tension veins indicate
that veining was cyclic between about 56 and 53 Ma (Table C1). 40ArJ39Ar ages of 58-57
Ma from biotite collected from metamorphosed sedimentary rocks within the footwall of the
Sumdum fault, as well as from ore-bearing diorite diorite, indicate that rocks in the Taku
terrane and Gravina belt were cooled below about 280 0C at least 1 m.y. prior to vein
emplacement Between the Alaska-Juneau and Treadwell deposits, biotite in greenstone
within the Fanshaw fault zone yielded an 40Ar/39Ar age of 62 Ma. Finally, fluid inclusion
studies and oxygen isotope geothermometry indicate that Kensington veins fonned at -350
°C, and the remainder of the deposits formed between -250 and 300 ° C. These
temperatures are equivalent to the blocking temperature of muscovite, and suggest that the
veins were never subjected to temperatures higher than the blocking temperature of
muscovite. Thus, the apparent ages of the veins are interpreted to reflect emplacement ages
and not cooling ages.
TEMPORAL ASSOCIATION OF MINERALIZATION TO THERMAL EVENTS,
EXHUMATION AND FAR-FIELD PLATE-TECTONIC STRESSES
Magmatic activity in the Coast Mountains occurred prior to, during, and after
auriferous vein emplacement A major thermal event manifested by intrusion of the Coast
Mountains batholith lasted from about 55 to 48 Ma (Barker et al., 1986; Gehrels et al.,
1991; Snee, unpublished data) and is coeval with the ore-forming episode. The relation
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between this magmatic event and the gold-bearing veins is not clear. The Eocene igneous
rocks and veins are separated by 15-20 kIn at the present surface. Emplacement of a single
large intrusion or multiple intrusions may have driven metamorphic fluids trapped in pore
spaces up the east-dipping thrust faults. Rapid exhumation between 60 and 48 Ma
(Hollister, 1982; Crawford et al., 1987) was contemporaneous with mineralization and
plutonism along the western fJank of the Coast Mountains. Changes in the orientation of
the far-field stress configuration occurred during the early Eocene (Engebretson et al.,
1985). A counterclockwise rotation in the direction of absolute motion of the Kula plate has
been suggested to have occurred at about 56-55 Ma (Lonsdale, 1988), or 54-53 Ma (Cande
and Kent, 1992). Vein geometries as noted above suggest that the near-field stresses during
mineralization were compatible with far-field compression. Timing constraints on
hydrothermal activity correlate well with changes in plate motion during which a
transpressive regime may have been established. In such a case the vein deposits may have
formed within compressional jogs along the transpressive zone.
INTEGRATED MODEL FOR VEIN DEVELOPMENT AND FLUID CYCLING
Our model for fluid flow and vein development is based on inferred genetic links
between near-field processes of ductile-brittle faulting, exhumation, and heat flow, and on
far-field plate motions. The synchroneity of plate-motion changes with the fmal stages of
rapid uplift, the onset of dextral strike-slip, and a large thermal anomaly make it difficult to
defme anyone process as responsible for vein development But the fact that these
thermotectonic events occurred simultaneously with vein development, lends credibility to
our model that fluid-cycling events and associated formation of gold-bearing veins are
inherent fore-arc processes of orogenesis.
Migration of fluids into channelways could have been initiated by uplift, a thermal
event, andlor a changing regional stress field. Rapid exhumation of overlying aquitards
could aid vein development in two ways: volumetric expansion of water accompanying
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uplift can facilitate hydraulic fracturing (Norris and Henley, 1976), and unloading would
decrease the vertical strf'"ss (least principal stress), thus enhancing the formation of
shallowly dipping tensional veins. Magmatic heat could drive metamorphic pore fluids
trapped in country rocks into permeable fault zones, and gold could be leached from
country rocks during interconnection of flow channels and fluid advection (Fig. C2).
Additionally, a shift from orthogonal to oblique convergence and the onset of transcurrent
motion on northwest-striking structures would lower the effective mean stress and increase
permeabilities.
Nowhere else do we know of a vein system of such magnitude in which individual
mineralized structures can be shown to be mutually crosscutting and have formed over 33.5 m.y. While this narrow age range may be one of the most tightly constrained among
mesothermal vein systems, 40AI/39AI age data with a precision generally of ±1-3 x 105 yr
(1 0'), provide only a maximum duration of the veining cycle. Yet this time span correlates

with fluid cycling events which have been modeled to have periodicities of 103 to 105 yr
(Nur and Walder, 1990), seismic events capable of rupture length/width ratios of
approximately 100 have periodicities of 102 yr (Sibson, 1990), and convective flow due to
thermal pulses has periodicities of 103 to 105 yrs (Norton, 1984; B. Dutrow and D.
Norton, unpublished).
DISCUSSION
Crosscutting relations between and overlapping ages of different vein types
illustrate the cyclic nature of the vein events reflective of variations in near-field stress axes
due to fluid fluctuations (Boullier and Robert, 1992). Fault-valve behavior (Sibson, 1981,
1990; Sibson et al., 1988), due to contraction at a high angle to the first order structures,
best explains these observations and is compatible with the main mineralizing event being
associated with local compressional jogs in a transpressive zone due to overall far-field
compression. The ultimate control on the fluid flow and emplacement of the veins was tied
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to a feedback loop between near-field processes and far-field stress configurations between
-56-52 Ma. Near-field processes include plutonism which could have affected the thermal
regime and fluid flow in the vicinity of the gold deposits (Fig. C2). Exhumation may have
facilitated veining due to the volumetric expansion of water, and/or it may have lowered the
vertical stress as unroofing progressed. Last, a change in the local stress regime, due to a
switch in far-field plate motions from normal convergence to oblique convergence, may
have decreased the normal stress across the region, resulting in increased permeabilities
along, or near major fault zones (Fig. C2).
The synchroneity of fluid flow and fracture development with the final stages of
regional exhumation, a large thermal event, and changes in plate motion may be an essential
combination of processes necessary for gold-vein mineralization. It is only within such
young systems as the Juneau gold belt that recognition of these tectonic processes and the
ability to correlate ore-controlling mesoscopic structures with far-field stresses is readily
feasible.
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